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The school year 2016/17
represented another highly
successful year for
the Lower School.
We enjoyed outstanding
academic success with
nine awards for pupils
entering the Senior School,
including a best ever three
academic scholarships. Our
mathematicians won both the
Year 5 and Year 6 UK Maths Challenge
tournaments for the second year in a row
and regained the County title at the UEA.
The highlight for many was the performance
of the Chamber Choir, who received an
‘outstanding’ at the Norfolk Music Festival
and got through to the National Choir Finals
at the Royal Festival Hall for the first time.
They had the ability to make the hairs on the
back of your neck stand up with their truly
special performances.
We welcomed to the staff Alex Wilson,
Stacey Maynard, Amanda Butters and
Harry Peek as our gap student. There were
no leavers from the Common Room and

we enjoyed increased specialist
teaching from the Senior School.
The work on the car park has
proved a great success at pick
up time and the adventure
playground will return over the
summer next to the trim trail.
Work on the outdoor classroom
continued with the addition of
a Summer House with thanks to a
gift from the Friends of Norwich School.
Plans are being finalised for our new Art &
DT facility and work on a new front entrance
will begin during the new year.
You will read about the many opportunities
the children enjoyed and I am always
grateful to all the staff who commit so
much extra time to ensure there continue
to be many wonderful experiences for our
pupils to enjoy.
Finally, I would again like to thank the
editor of the magazine, Richard Love,
for the mammoth task of trying to report
on another busy and exciting year at
Norwich Lower School.
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A YEAR TO
REMEMBER
Who’s Who 2057!
ALEX WILSON

Form 3 Leavers –
Look into the Future
Look into the future… Thinking about your
classmates and the other people in Form 3,
who will become what as you all grow up?
Place your votes!
Most likely...
to become Prime Minister: Antonia Williamson
to become a teacher: Imogen James
to become a millionaire: Luie Valentine
to win an Oscar: Hugo Dimoglou
to take over the world: James Addison
to win an Olympic medal: Maddie Hallam
to win the X Factor: Dylan Parsons
to become a Head of the Lower School: Imogen James
to break a world record: Aidan Pitcher
to become a comedian: Alex Ivory
to win the lottery but lose the ticket: Finney Harrod
to climb Mount Everest: Harvey Nkrumah
to become a brain surgeon: Naraen Prabhakar
to become a celebrity chef: Evie Hayward
to create a working time machine: James Addison
to win a Nobel Peace Prize: Josh Nirmal
to have an art exhibition at the Tate: Padme Smith/Chester Dimoglou
to have their own TV chat show: Dylan Parsons
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Sophia
Carter

Emily
Clarke

Form 3 Class: 3I

Form 3 Class: 3W

Year Joined: Form 2

Year Joined: Form 3

House: Conisford

House: Conisford

Best Moment: Bugsy Malone

Best Moment:
Coming 3rd in the Star Competition

Best Moment: Saving the goal in
hockey and being Blousey in the
school play

What I will miss most: Football break

What I will miss most: Epic teachers

What I am looking forward to:
All the new people

What I am looking forward to:
The new lessons

What I am looking forward to:
The sport

Daniel
Conway

Claudia
Davidson

Chester
Dimoglou

What I will miss most: The teachers
and just being in one building

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Form 3
House: Heigham

L E AV E R S 2 0 17
James
Addison

India
Bayes

Best Moment: Cross Country
What I will miss most:
Being the oldest

Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Magdalen
Best Moment: Bugsy Malone

House: Conisford
Best Moment:
Making amazing friends and trips

House: Conisford
Best Moment: The French Trip

Year Joined: Form 3
House: Conisford

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Form 3
House: Conisford
Best Moment: The Art lessons
What I will miss most:
The Art lessons

What I am looking forward to:
Freedom of it

What I am looking forward to:
Making more friends

What I am looking forward to:
Chemistry!

Jasper
Bird

Hugo
Dimoglou

Amelie
Duez

Ella
El-Naggar

Form 3 Class: 3W

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3P

Year Joined: Form 3

Year Joined: Form 3

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Form 3

House: Magdalen

House: Conisford

House: Conisford

House: Magdalen

Best Moment: The French Trip

Best Moment: Going to France

Best Moment: The talent shows

Best Moment: French Trip

What I will miss most: Football break

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most: All the kind
teachers who have helped me

What I will miss most:
Everyone being friends

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most:
The big family and community

What I am looking forward to:
More range of sports

What I am looking forward to:
Freedom!

What I am looking forward to:
More fantastic trips

What I am looking forward to:
Chemistry and freedom

What I am looking forward to:
Meeting new people

What I am looking forward to:
More fantastic trips

Maximilian
(Max) Blaxell

Arlo
Brown

Lauren
Carter

William
Felton

Benjamin
(Ben) Gaskin

Stanley
Glenn

Form 3 Class: 3P
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Magdalen
Best Moment: Going to France
What I will miss most: Sport
What I am looking forward to:
More choice of sport
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Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Form 1

Form 3 Class: 3W

What I will miss most: Fun teachers

Form 3 Class: 3W
Form 3 Class: 3W

Form 3 Class: 3I

Sophia
Colman

Form 3 Class: 3P
Year Joined: Form 3
House: Magdalen
Best Moment: The French trip
What I will miss most: The teachers
What I am looking forward to:
How you get to walk around the
site a lot

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Form 2
House: Conisford
Best Moment: Performing
Bugsy Malone with my friends
What I will miss most: The clubs
and teachers (memories I’ve made)
What I am looking forward to:
All the new people/friends

Form 3 Class: 3I
Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Form 3
House: Heigham
Best Moment: The French Trip

Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Heigham
Best Moment:
Being Heigham Vice Captain

What I will miss most: The classes

What I will miss most:
The teachers and the clubs

What I am looking forward to:
The opportunities

What I am looking forward to:
The freedom

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Heigham
Best Moment: Making friends
What I will miss most: Trips
What I am looking forward to:
New lessons
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Jemima
Gotto

Spencer
Gray

Imogen
James

Henry
Jenkinson

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3I

Form 3 Class: 3I

Form 3 Class: 3W

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Form 2

Year Joined: Form 2

Year Joined: Lower 1

House: Magdalen

House: Heigham

House: Heigham

House: Conisford

Best Moment: French Trip

Best Moment: French Trip

Best Moment: My first Talent Show

Best Moment: French Trip, The Peak
District, Gala Night and Bugsy Malone

Best Moment: Being in Form 3

What I will miss most:
Everyone being friends

What I will miss most:
The teachers

What I will miss most: Sport

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most: Everything

What I will miss most: Being around
all my friends

What I am looking forward to:
Responsibilities

What I am looking forward to:
The school trips

What I am looking forward to:
More sport and fixtures

What I am looking forward to:
Physics and Chemistry

What I am looking forward to:
Everything

What I am looking forward to:
Having my cousin Jonah there!

Finney
Harrod

Elliot
Hawkins

Evie
Hayward

Zak
Jones

Rayaan
Kashif

Charles
King

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3I

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Form 3

House: Heigham

House: Magdalen

House: Heigham

Best Moment: The whole of Form 3

Best Moment: Making friends

What I will miss most:
The staff and wonderful people

What I will miss most:
All the teachers

What I will miss most:
The nice teachers

Best Moment:
Going on the French Trip

What I am looking forward to:
To explore the new journey

What I am looking forward to:
Freedom

Jemima
Hill

Matilda
(Tilly) Hill

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Form 2
House: Conisford
Best Moment:
Getting the Community Service Award

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Form 3
House: Heigham
Best Moment: Playing a tournament
in Under 11A hockey

Madeleine
(Maddie)
Hallam

Alexander
Ivory

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3W

Year Joined: Form 3

Year Joined: Lower 1

House: Magdalen

House: Conisford

Best Moment: Sporting fixtures

House: Heigham
Best Moment: My first sports lesson
in Lower 1

Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Conisford
Best Moment:
Going to Aylmerton Field Study Centre

Form 3 Class: 3P
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Magdalen
Best Moment:
Playing in sport fixtures

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most:
Getting my 3 star badge in Form 1

What I am looking forward to:
Having more freedom

What I am looking forward to:
The sport

What I am looking forward to:
Making new friends

What I am looking forward to:
More choice of sport

OIivia
(Livi) Hill

Isabella
Kirby

Beatrice
Lockhart-Smith

Ethan
Long

Form 3 Class: 3I

Form 3 Class: 3P

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Lower 1

House: Heigham

House: Magdalen

Best Moment: Winning the relay race
for Heigham on Sports Day in Form 2

Best Moment:
Fun and games in Form 2

What I will miss most: Everything

What I will miss most:
Everyone being so close

What I will miss most:
Being in Form 2, all the teachers

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Lower 1

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Heigham
Best Moment: Joining

What I will miss most: Sport

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Heigham
Best Moment: Bugsy Malone

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most:
The PE lessons and staff

What I am looking forward to:
The Art Department

What I am looking forward to:
More games lessons

What I am looking forward to:
The teachers

What I am looking forward to:
Making new friends

What I am looking forward to:
The independence

What I am looking forward to:
Wider variety of lessons

Finlay
Hitchings

Dylan (Dilly)
Hockings

William
Hopgood

Harrison
(Hal) Major

Edoardo
Moretti-Miles

Josh Nirmal

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Form 3
House: Conisford
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Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Heigham

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Heigham
Best Moment:
Singing in the O2 Arena

Best Moment: French Trip

Best Moment: The Chamber Choir
singing at the Royal Festival Hall

What I will miss most: The breaks

What I will miss most: Field break

What I will miss most:
How easy homework is

What I am looking forward to:
The freedom

What I am looking forward to:
New friends

What I am looking forward to:
The independence

What I will miss most: Football break

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Lower 1

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3W

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Form 1

House: Magdalen

House: Conisford

Best Moment: Art and DT

Best Moment: Science lessons

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most: Science

What I will miss most:
How you know where everything is

What I am looking forward to:
Freedom

What I am looking forward to:
Science and meeting new people

What I am looking forward to:
The freedom you get

House: Conisford
Best Moment:
Becoming a Vice Captain and
the Lent term 2017 Final Assembly
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Harvey
Nkrumah

Dylan
Parsons

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Form 1
House: Heigham
Best Moment: Getting into the
East Area athletics competition

Benedict
(Ben) Pegge

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Form 1
House: Heigham
Best Moment: Friends

Year Joined: Form 1
House: Conisford
Best Moment: The trips like Holt Hall
and the French Trip

What I will miss most: Teachers

What I will miss most:
Badges and clubs

What I am looking forward to:
There is more freedom

What I am looking forward to:
It’s big!

What I am looking forward to:
The new lessons

Aidan
Pitcher

Nathan
Pitcher

Finnian
(Finn) Pond

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3I

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Lower 1

House: Magdalen

House: Heigham

Best Moment: Meeting new friends

Best Moment: Winning the
Manners Cup for the first time

What I will miss most:
The kind teachers

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Lower 1
House: Magdalen
Best Moment: When I won a cup for
winning all my events on Sports Day 2016

Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Form 3
House: Heigham
Best Moment: Going on trips

What I am looking forward to:
Breaks

Ralph
Pye

Christian
(Kit) Scott

Ludovic (Luie)
Valentine

Alexander
Walker

Antonia
Williamson

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3I

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Form 3

House: Heigham

House: Magdalen

Best Moment: Winning the White Cup

Best Moment:
Winning the Chess Competition

Form 3 Class: 3P
Form 3 Class: 3I
Year Joined: Form 1
House: Magdalen

Year Joined: Form 3
House: Conisford
Best Moment:
When I was in the Hockey Team

House: Conisford
Best Moment: French Trip

What I am looking forward to:
The new privileges

What I am looking forward to:
More friends and more experiences

Jonathan
Smith

James
Woodhead

Verity
Youngs

Form 3 Class: 3P

Form 3 Class: 3W

Form 3 Class: 3W

Year Joined: Lower 1

Year Joined: Form 1

Year Joined: Form 3

House: Magdalen

House: Magdalen

House: Heigham

Best Moment:
Bugsy Malone and the French trip

Best Moment: Meeting other
people and having lots of friends

Best Moment:
Scoring 50 runs against Saint Felix

What I will miss most: Being allowed
to take your tie off on hot days

What I will miss most:
The teachers and lessons

What I will miss most:
The field breaks

What I am looking forward to:
Freedom

What I am looking forward to:
New friends and teachers

What I am looking forward to:
The trips

What I am looking forward to:
More freedom

Kyden
Seed-Adams

Rufus
Sergent
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Year Joined: Lower 1

What I am looking forward to:
The independence

What I am looking forward to:
Making new friends

What I am looking forward to:
Having a phone in school

Form 3 Class: 3P

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I am looking forward to:
More independence

What I will miss most: That it’s small

What I will miss most: Everything

What I will miss most:
Knowing my way around
and not having so much to do

Best Moment: French Trip
What I will miss most: The teachers

Best Moment: Bugsy Malone

Best Moment:
Winning Saint Felix Cross Country

What I am looking forward to:
More independence

What I will miss most:
The friendliness

House: Magdalen

House: Conisford

What I am looking forward to:
The freedom and independence

What I will miss most:
How simple it is

Year Joined: Form 1

Best Moment:
Being in the Form 3 play

Year Joined: Lower 1

What I am looking forward to:
The freedom

Form 3 Class: 3I

Form 3 Class: 3P

House: Magdalen

Form 3 Class: 3W

What I am looking forward to:
New subjects

Naraen
Prabhakar

What I will miss most:
Not moving around as much

Year Joined: Lower 1

What I will miss most:
The kind teachers

What I am looking forward to:
All the new people

Best Moment:
Winning Form 3 Speech Day prizes

Form 3 Class: 3I

Arthur
Turner

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most:
Motivation from teachers

House: Conisford

Charlotte
Spicer

What I will miss most: The teachers

What I will miss most:
Lower School life

Year Joined: Lower 1

Padme
Smith

Form 3 Class: 3W
Year Joined: Form 2
House: Magdalen
Best Moment:
Becoming a Vice Captain
What I will miss most: The teachers
What I am looking forward to:
Chemistry

WE WISH ALL OUR
FORM 3 PUPILS
O F 2 0 17 A L L T H E
V E RY B E S T I N
THEIR CONTINUED
NORWICH SCHOOL
E D U C AT I O N A L
JOURNEY
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Bananas!

iPads at the ready!

Author Jaqueline
Wilson visits

Friends Quiz winners

Community Writing Project

Maths Quiz winners

AROUND THE
SCHOOL
Alex Mitton GB Wheelchair Basketball Star visits

A ‘shady bunch’ at the Norfolk Show
Drone view of The Lower School
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GB Hockey player Shona McCallin visits
Lower Norvicensian

xx

Goodbye and good luck, Mr Peek –
you’ve been ‘incredible’!

Lower 1 and Form 1 postcode task!

Staff World Book Day parade!
Singing at the Norfolk Show

Snow time!

Lower 1 first day at school

Remembrance Day Service

14

Children’s City of Literature Celebration Event

Christmas Lunch

Form 1 artists in the outdoor classroom

Mirabelle Harden presents
a bouquet to the Queen

Scholars
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W E S T I L L H AV E A L O N G WAY T O
GO IN NORWICH SCHOOL, BUT
O U R T I M E H E R E AT T H E L O W E R
S C H O O L C O U L D N O T H AV E
M A D E U S M O R E P R E PA R E D

SCHOOL
C A P TA I N ’ S
REPORT
ARTHUR TURNER

Preparing this speech, I thought about my first experience
of Norwich School – exam day. I was nervous but, armed
with my Arsenal pencil case, the day turned out not so bad.
Although I knew no one, as has proven to be a recurring
theme, the other children and all the staff were so friendly
that the morning passed quickly and before I knew it I was
back to meet Mr Ingham for the interview.

Starting at Norwich School, although again
intimidating, is a hugely positive experience.
From my first teacher Mrs Dunnett, to the
dinner lady who every day welcomed us
with “Yes, please”, every person, child or
adult that we interact with is there to help
and support.
This strong sense of community runs
through our school, extending to involve not
only the members of Norwich School but
also the wider Norfolk population.
One of the main annual charity fundraising
events is the Christmas Fair – a morning
that I have loved every year since starting.
It is a chance for all Lower School children,
maybe for the first time ever, to design
and run a stall, although, in reality, it is an
opportunity for our parents to practise
their mental maths while we all run
about eating sweets…
The one stall that has become a particular
favourite for us is Mr Worton’s fabulous
fossils and precious stones – the queue at
the stall begins well before opening time
with the table empty before the end of the
morning… surely the sign of success?
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DON’ T BE SCARED
O F W H AT YO U
DON’T KNOW –
J U S T H AV E A G O
AND IF IT IS NOT
F O R YO U , D O N ’ T
W O R RY; J U S T
GIVE SOMETHING
E L S E A T RY

Presentation of Speech
Day Prizes by Paul Bufton ON

Community spirit is developed by other
activities at Norwich School, such as House
Challenge Day and Scouts. These are
further opportunities for us to work together,
among friends that we haven’t yet met, for a
common purpose and always for fun.
I have had many brilliant teachers over
the last 4 years. All have provided me with
memories that will stay with me forever.
Some of them still make me laugh, in
particular when Mr Love drew on the
electric whiteboard with a permanent
marker. The whole Maths class fell about
laughing, enjoying this rare moment
of a teacher messing up!
And a brief word for my first teacher,
Mrs Dunnett – a special teacher and
inspirational in all aspects of school life.
Despite my having to refrain from saying “I
dunnit, Mrs Dunnett” for the whole year, she
brought subjects to life and made
them seem like games.
Mr Cordy leaving the school was a sad time
for staff and students, but he was replaced
with the fabulous Mr Wilson and his
oh-so-stylish hair-do!

We work hard both in and out of the
classroom at Norwich School. Our daily
homework and annual end-of-year
assessments sometimes feel hard, but as
with all things here, we are always rewarded
for our efforts. Despite this, I still keep to the
BBC Radio 2 motto of ‘homework sucks’!
Over the last 4 years, we have had unending
opportunities to try new and well-known
activities ranging from the more well-trodden
music and drama, to the more unusual
American football and Minecraft clubs. Even
our parents have been offered the chance to
join in with Belly-dancing Club! So far, I have
managed to keep this news from my father…
Out of all the many things that Norwich
School has taught me, one of the most
important lessons that I have learnt is to
keep trying new things, and keep pushing
your boundaries.
Don’t be scared of what you don’t know –
just have a go and if it is not for you, don’t
worry; just give something else a try…
Being in Form 3 has represented a lot of
things for me.

It has represented the accumulation of 4
years of hard work and fun, making our way
up to the top of the Lower School and all the
expectations and responsibilities that come
with it.
It has represented the opportunity to go on
increasingly fantastic school trips, topped
this year by our France Trip where we got to
experience everything from eating snails to
watching teachers break dance! And
for those in the younger years, don’t
worry – the beds on the school trips do
get more comfortable!!
And, it has represented my journey from
being a small boy with knobbly knees and
short trousers, to being a young man still
with knobbly knees, but ready to take on
new challenges…
And, Norwich Senior School is our next
challenge. Although it would be easy to think
that this would be a hurdle, in fact it feels like
a natural step: something that we have been
preparing for over the last 4 years without
even knowing it.
Once more, we will be the little ones, the

ones who will not really know where they
are going and may not always know which
books they need and for which lessons.
But the difference is that this time, we will
be armed with LONG trousers and a steely
sense of determination and excitement
about all the fantastic things that lie ahead
for us. We still have a long way to go in
Norwich School, but our time here at the
Lower School could not have made us
more prepared.
One of my jobs this year as School Captain
has been to thank people for visiting our
school. So, it only seems right that I take
this opportunity to ask everyone to thank all
the people who have been involved in our
school lives over the last 4 years.
So, thank you.
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Magdalen
VERIT Y YOUNGS,
AIDAN PITCHER
AND JEMIMA GOTTO
We are the house whose ties are green,
No better team have you ever seen!
Our captains are helpful and very kind,
Every Magdalen pupil a treasure to find.
We’ve won Cross Country ten times in a row,
Racing so well, it really does show!
Competed fiercely with all our might,
And the cup was once again in our sight!

HOUSE
C A P TA I N S ’
REPORTS
LUIE VALENTINE, FINN POND
A N D D I L LY H O C K I N G S

Last October, Heigham were crowned
House Music Champions after performing
Revolting Children from Matilda. Every single
pupil enjoyed singing this song and this was
communicated to the audience.
In the Lent term, Heigham won
both the House Spelling and Times
Tables competitions.
Possibly the highlight of the year was
winning SPORTS DAY! This was particularly
incredible as we had been in last place
after the field events. Perseverance and
determination were evident throughout
the afternoon.
There has also been success in a variety of
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In House Music, Magdalen sang Posh!
We tried really hard, but oh golly gosh!
We came joint second with another house,
And on the piano sat Maggie the Mouse!

Conisford
ANTONIA WILLIAMSON,
JOSH NIRMAL AND
NARAEN PRABHAKAR
Being in Conisford has been delightful
and it’s been a pleasure being in such a
well-rounded house.

Heigham

Heigham have had one of their most
successful years to date! Throughout the
year, there has been a real sense of pride
and community within the house. Form 3
Heigham members have had an important
job in looking after the newest Heigham
recruits in Lower 1 and being a role model.

We came second on House Challenge Day,
Though we tried to make it all the way.
We fought with all our Magdalen might,
And put up a very strong, noble fight!

House Matches and we have never given
up, gaining the highest amount of stars.
During final assembly, it was announced
that Heigham were overall House
Champions 2016/2017, winning nine of 15
events! Congratulations Heigham!

Favourite moments from
Heigham pupils…
Sports Day was amazing this year.
I even managed to break the 200m
record! Mia Sexton
House Challenge Day is always my
highlight, especially with the new
activities this year. Finn Pond
Singing a song from Matilda was
awesome! I loved dressing up as
Miss Trunchball! Dylan Parsons

We’ve had a great year with lots of
success; the amount of achievement
has been outstanding!
This year, Mrs Farrow has bought us our
lucky mascot: Connie the blue dragon.
The highlights of our year were…
House Challenge Day, which is
Conisford’s main strength; this was
won for the fourth year in a row.
The Form 3 boys won House Hockey
as well as House Cricket. Stars have been
one of our strong points this year, which
shows how dedicated we are as a house.
In House Cross Country, even though we
didn’t achieve the result we wished for, we
had some good performances with Poppy
Francis and Kit Scott coming first, India
Bayes and Poppy Scott coming second and
Arthur Turner coming third.
Sports Day was a massive improvement
as we came close second, losing out to
Heigham on the last event, the Tug of War.
In the House Music Festival, we came joint
second singing It’s the Hard Knock Life for
Us from the musical Annie.

Unfortunately, we did not achieve the crown
of overall Champion House, but on the route
to this, we won Champion House
two terms in a row.
The Lower 1 pupils who joined Conisford
this year have shown excellent teamwork
and talent. Conisford has always been about
working hard and striving for improvement,
and we are glad that the new people in our
house have kept up this terrific tradition.

We feel like all Conisfordians have worked
so hard this year and we should all feel
proud of our achievements!
Thank you to our Head of House, Mrs
Farrow, and all of the other Conisford
teachers who have put a lot of effort and
commitment into helping us achieve our
goals – ‘Never Give Up On The Way To
Victory’.
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G R A N DPA RE NT S
Parents’ Luncheon

Parent and pupil cricket

MANDY INGHAM
This year’s Lower School parents’
luncheons have been well attended,
and our regulars still praise Brasted’s for
their amazing menus and exceptional
service. We really have been spoilt.
If you have not experienced a Lower
School parents’ luncheon, I would highly
recommend you come and join us.
The company is relaxed and we
always have lots of fun.

Parents’
Coffee Mornings
MANDY INGHAM
Lower School coffee mornings have yet
again been extremely successful and well
attended. Parents confirm that this is a
great way to catch up and socialise with
other parents from different year groups,
and of course to taste the delights from
our very own school refectory. Rocky
Road nibbles are definitely the most
popular snack!

Dads’ football

Dads’ football

Final assembly
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Dads’ football winning team

Grandparents’ Day
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THE BROAD
CURRICULUM
Overview
RICHARD LOVE
Whether in our well-equipped science lab,
outdoor wildlife classroom, ICT suite, sports
centre or the classroom, pupils can enjoy
the excitement and challenge of our
broad curriculum.
Investigations into DNA and the beauty
of simple plant cells through interactive
workshops in Science continue to inspire
and enthral pupils in all year groups. Our
very own NLS radio station has enabled
pupils to share their experiences with a
wider audience while our informative and
thorough PSHEE curriculum has combined
visits from outside speakers and trips to
organised events, the highlight being the
‘cook off’ to conclude the healthy eating
week topic.
Budding entrepreneurs demonstrated their
creative skills in our Micro Society scenarios
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PUPILS CAN
E N J OY T H E
E XC I T E M E N T
AND CHALLENGE
OF OUR BROAD
CURRICULU M

with parents using the ‘Scrunchalot’
currency to purchase such items as 3D
emojis, and to compete against each other
to secure the backing of the Dragons’ Den!
This year, memorable coaching sessions
from elite hockey and wheelchair
basketball Olympic and National level
competitors captivated and enthused
many of our young athletes. Parents are
involved in many aspects of school life,
whether supporting on the sports field
or listening to the extensive and joyous
music making in concerts or musical and
drama performances often taking place
in the incredible atmosphere of Norwich
Cathedral or our dedicated drama studio.
Recently, Form 3 undertook a project to
produce an incredible array of interactive
displays in the History Museum event.
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Form 2
Dragons’ Den

Architecture Day

S TA C E Y M AY N A R D

I really enjoyed Architecture Day, and
enjoyed it when we made tripods and
then connected them together to make
triangular prisms. I really want to be an
architect! I hope we can do it again and
build the Tudor Galleon when we are in
Form 2!

PUPIL SOUND BITES

Form 2 were given the task to come up
with a design for the Jarrold’s site based
on what they had learnt about sustainability
and settlements in Geography lessons.
There were many fabulous designs, models
and presentations. Twelve children were
selected to go through to the Dragons’ Den
Grand Final, featuring guest judges
Mr Steward and Mr Pye.

Samuel Curtis

The ‘Dragons’ posed questions to the
children about their designs in true
Dragons’ Den style. Congratulations to Mia
Garvey (Water World design) and Edward
Alston (4G pitches for Norwich School) who
were crowned joint winners.

Form 3 History Museum
JANE FARROW
As an end-of-year project, the Form 3s
were put into groups of three to work
collaboratively on a topic from either
the Victorian era or World War 2; these
were the periods they had been studying
throughout the year. They chose a focus
from one of these historical periods from
a lucky dip, each group receiving a
different theme to work on over a 5-week
period with the end goal of producing
their own historical stall to be showcased
in a Form 3 Museum.

Form 2 Micro Society
S TA C E Y M AY N A R D
For the final few weeks of Trinity term, Form 2
embarked upon their first business venture!
Within Maths lessons, they were tasked with
creating a business and a product to make and sell.

All the work was driven by the pupils
themselves as they enthusiastically led
their own creativity and investigations,
which were monitored on a weekly basis
by History teachers Mrs Farrow and
Miss Parsons. The end result was
an amazing History Museum which
took place in the hall on the afternoon
of Wednesday 5th July; this was an
incredible array of 21 stalls, all full of
well-presented information, artefacts
and interactive material.

The Form 3 parents were invited in to
enjoy the museum and were asked to
vote for their favourite three, along with
the Lower School staff and some
of the Form 2 pupils. Many of the
parents commented on how much they
had enjoyed visiting the stalls, how
knowledgeable the pupils were about
their subject area and, indeed, several
commented that they themselves had
actually gleaned some fascinating facts.

Everyone seemed to love Architecture Day.
It was fun getting the sticks and connecting
them together with rubber bands. I think we
all learnt something new. I really liked
the finished model; we got to sit inside
The Parthenon once we had pushed the
pillars up! It was soooo high and we were
so small! It was quite sad taking it down at
the end though!
James Pendleton
I can’t believe we managed to fit a Tudor
Galleon into our school hall! We all lifted it
up together and pretended it was travelling
across the rocky ocean. Now we know
the basics of making it I feel like we could
make anything!
Isaac Betts

It must be said that every stall was
very impressive and it was clear how
much hard work and dedication each
group had afforded to their project;
indeed, choosing three favourites was
challenging to say the least. However,
there had to be a winner and when all
the results were counted, first prize was
awarded to Jasper Bird, William Felton
and Sophia Colman from 3W for their
fantastically well put together stall on
the Holocaust.

Each company were given a starting loan of 150
Scrunchalots (our chosen Micro Society currency)
and asked to pay interest on their loan upon
completion. They were required to buy materials
from our Micro Society shop to create their product,
and keep a record of their expenditures along
with receipts. The project culminated with a Micro
Society fayre, where parents and other teachers
came along to spend their Scrunchalots on the
products produced. We saw a huge range of
designs from glittery bookmarks to some rather
‘delightful’ emoji ornaments!
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LOWER 1
ART
GILLIAN WRIGHT

Lower 1 began the year by producing a range of exciting
portraits, some using pencil and some inspired by Pablo
Picasso. They have also developed their sculpture skills
by creating exciting 3D characters out of boxes to make
an impressive display based on the work of Karel Appel,
and have also investigated a range of paint techniques
to create some artwork inspired by Paul Klee.
Far left: Romily Ward

Left: Benjamin Chojnowski

Below: Benji with his paper portrait

Lower 1 Christmas Card

ANOTHER
AMAZING YEAR
I N A R T AT T H E
LOWER SCHOOL

Left: Janis Loates

Below: Charlotte with her paper portrait

GILLIAN WRIGHT

Pupils have had the opportunity to stimulate their creativity
and imagination. They have been introduced to a range of
artists and have produced some amazing results. They have
had the chance to explore art using different media, including
collage, printing, painting and sculpture. We have seen colourful
sculptures, fantasy buildings, expressive portraits and beautiful
prints to name just a few of the amazing pieces of artwork
produced by the Lower School pupils. Well done to all.
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Above: Charlotte Douglas

Above: Freya Hockings
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FORM 1
ART
GILLIAN WRIGHT

Form 1 started the year by studying their own facial features to
produce 3D self-portraits. They went on to investigate the world
of colour, identifying primary and secondary colours, as well as
contrasting colours. To display their knowledge of working with
colours they produced lovely architectural paintings, inspired by
the artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser. Relating to their work on
History they have also produced some detailed Roman mosaics.

Below left: Darcy Wilkins

Bottom left: Floriana Harrod

Below right: Rosie Pank

Bottom right: Max Stone

Top: William Loveday

Above: Ciara Bethapudy

Right: Hundertwasser Paintings
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Far left: Ben Hawes

Left: Deeran Jeyapragash

Far left: Natalie Saunders
Left: Zachary Baker

FORM 2
ART
GILLIAN WRIGHT

Below: Felix Bartram

In Form 2, pupils have completed some expressive pencil
self-portraits. They have also created pastel portraits in the style
of Amedeo Modigliani. While investigating various aspects of
landscapes they have studied the use of perspective and have
identified the features of landscapes, including the background,
middle ground and foreground. They have used a variety of
techniques to produce their own landscape pictures.
Below: Louise Lockhart-Smith

Below: Jess Sargent

Above left: Edward Tremelling

Above top: Daniel Neville
Above: Emily Clarke

Far left: Jessica Wright

Middle left: Oskar Fothergill
Left: Isabella Kirby
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Left: Amelie Duez

Below: Rufus Sergent

Below: Maddy Hallam

Hugo Dimoglou

FORM 3
ART

Far left: Livi Hill

Left: Padme Smith

GILLIAN WRIGHT

Nathan Pitcher
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Form 3 began the year by testing their
drawing skills to produce detailed selfportraits using half a photo. They moved on
to investigate the Victorian artist and textile
designer William Morris. They created their
own designs based on nature and produced
some excellent prints. They have also
investigated the amazing world of surrealism,
creating their own surrealist objects.

Far left: Zak Jones

Left: Ella El-Naggar
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LOWER 1
DT

DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY

RICHARD LOVE

RICHARD LOVE

Pupils in Lower 1 have been creating
dinosaur-themed photograph frames and
worked extremely hard on nets of vehicles
for their biscuit packaging, along with
decorating some tasty biscuits too!

Pupils have enjoyed another productive year of Design Technology, designing and
creating to a high standard. Project booklets guide pupils through a variety of tasks, both
group and independent, culminating in a themed product design. Pupils are encouraged
to work through problems encountered and analyse their evolving product so that they are
able to include the necessary detail to complete their work thoroughly.

Freya McAllister’s
dinosaur-themed frame

Christopher Davies’
helicopter biscuit box

Thomas Carroll preparing the icing

FORM 1
DT

Chloe Holmes

Phoebe Cottrell

RICHARD LOVE

Form 1 have recently been
investigating pneumatics with an
exciting space rocket theme. Earlier
in the year they were busy sawing
and wire stripping to produce some
excellent ‘Body Opp’ Electric Question
Boards lighting the bulb when the
correct body part was identified.
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	Left: Some of Form 3 modeling
their T-shirts
Below: Benjamin Gaskin

Atticus Hitchings

Louise Lockhart-Smith

FORM 2
DT
RICHARD LOVE

Form 2 have produced some
impressive Norfolk-themed
clocks and have created
a sporting theme for their
moving cam toys.
Yohan Saravanamuttu

Morgan Boswell-Dhrampal

FORM 3
DT
RICHARD LOVE

Form 3 have produced very creative
‘It’s About Me’ E-textile T-shirt designs,
delving into Adobe Photoshop and
learning how to sew with conductive
thread to enable the lighting up of the
LEDs within their design. They also
had fun constructing some interesting
futuristic space- and robot-themed
controllable vehicles complete with
reverse control switch.
Above: Limony Arkle

Far left: Ewan Lennard
Left: Berrienna Ward
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Left top: Naraen Prabhakar
Left bottom: Jemima Hill
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House Music Festival
NICKY DUNNETT
Despite it being a very busy time in the
term, rehearsals were scheduled and
enthusiasm grew as songs were chosen
after much debate. This year, the theme
was children’s songs from musicals. Words
were memorised and house members
became a little secretive about aspects of
their performances.
Conisford transformed themselves
into orphans and began with a lively
performance of It’s the Hard Knock Life
from Annie, conducted by Mr Worton, with
lots of effective actions and tuneful singing
from all involved.

the song of that name from Matilda! This
was slick and tight and Miss Brugger had
added lots of actions and drama into the
performance that were very impressive.
Magdalen was next and had chosen the
characterful song Posh! from Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang. Mrs Dunnett led the children,
who performed with confidence, adding
actions and extra dramatic interjections
that worked really well.
Every single child in the festival showed
such obvious enjoyment that it was a
delight to be there. This year, the winning
house was Heigham – a well-deserved
triumph for an excellent performance!

MUSIC

This was followed by the entrance of some
‘revolting children’ from Heigham… singing

R E A D B Y E M I LY C L A R K E
O N S P E E C H D AY

Chamber Choir – St Matthew Passion
NICKY DUNNETT

Music continues to be an area
of splendid achievement in
the school. The majority of my
fellow pupils are involved in
musical activities.
This year all of Form 1 have been involved
in weekly group instrument lessons, playing
the trombone, violin or flute. And you have
heard today our latest music group, the
amazing Steel Pans.
All of Lower 1 are in their own choir,
Little Voices, and they have enjoyed
singing in front of audiences for the
first time. In fact singing has achieved
unparalleled success this year. The School
and Chamber Choirs both entered the
Norwich and Norfolk Music Festival and
received the top award of ‘Outstanding’
but my undoubted highlight was the
opportunity for the Chamber Choir to sing
in the National Choir Finals, held at the
Royal Festival Hall. We travelled down to
London one Friday in March. The stage
was massive and we all felt nervous. The
judging took place in the morning with
an almost empty theatre, whereas in the
evening the theatre was packed and we
performed at our best. Overall, we finished
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sixth, which was quite an achievement as
hundreds of schools entered.
Now, all Choir members know that we
benefit from the legendary organisational
skills of Mrs Dunnett and Miss Brugger.
However, the organisation by the National
Choir event managers for the evening
concert was a little bit chaotic. In fact, at one
point they were about to start the concert
without us being called on. We were due
to be positioned in the balcony area, which
was not great as in the rehearsal we had
been centre stage! But, unfortunately, we
were told later we were to be swapped and
become one of only two schools not to get
a good position on the stage in either half
of the concert… You can see what I mean
about it being a little bit chaotic.
Anyway, we were waiting patiently in the
upper circles with another school for our
call. It became clear they had forgotten us
so Mrs Dunnett took charge and led the
choir to find out what was going on.
From the upper circle the remaining staff
waited to see if we could get in position on
time. Mr Ingham could see the gap where
we were supposed to be from his seat.
The next thing he knew was our choir, led
by Mr Worton, was marching into a prime
position on stage! The Festival Hall was so

big it was impossible to tell which floor you
were on and Mr Worton had led us onto
to the wrong floor but thankfully he got us
where we wanted to be on the stage and
NOT in the wings… thank you, Mr Worton!
It was a fantastic day out and a great
experience for all of us.
We have continued to see opportunities
for musicians to perform in a variety of
concerts. I especially enjoyed the Summer
Concert where members of Form 3 sang a
song specially adapted for us, Price Tag by
Jessie J. The Nativity Carol Service again
took place in front of a packed cathedral
and was a memorable experience for the
whole school. And, of course, our excellent
Cathedral Choristers have continued to
sing daily in the cathedral to great acclaim.

Chamber Choir felt very honoured to be
asked to join the Cathedral Choirs at this
concert in the cathedral. We were to sing
the Ripieno part in two of the movements
and worked hard to memorise the German
words that we needed to know so we could
sing without the music. This was no easy
task, as you can imagine, but the children
managed it brilliantly. Mr Grote, Master of
Music, came and rehearsed with us and
seemed impressed by our singing!
This was something completely different
from our normal repertoire and was

certainly a challenge… but what an
experience it turned out to be. In a
packed cathedral we gave it our all.
It was so exciting to be singing with a
live orchestra and such a high quality
group of singers from the boys and girls
of the Cathedral Choirs.
I was extremely proud of the
Chamber Choir that day. I am not sure
they realised just what they had achieved
that evening! Well done to all – an
experience to remember.

We had notable individual success in
the arts with Tristan McCardel being
selected for the National Children’s
Youth Orchestra and dozens of excellent
individual performances in the Norwich
Music Festival. The Talent Show highlighted
some excellent individual and group
performances from magic acts through to
puppetry and martial arts. Pupils must be
congratulated for their stage presence,
agility and beautiful singing and
music playing.
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Summer Concert

Chamber Choir Barnardo’s
National Choir Competition

NICKY DUNNETT

NICKY DUNNETT
After singing to the judges on a truly HUGE
stage, we had some time to see some of
the sights in London, followed by tea at
Zizzi’s! The evening concert was more
nerve-racking but the choir sang superbly
and should be rightly very proud of what
they achieved. It did not matter that we were
not winners, we were just really happy to be
there! It was a tough competition… we did
not win, but we were proud. Mia Garvey

Singers in the Chamber Choir were
excited to be performing in the Royal
Festival Hall, London, as finalists in this
choir competition. We felt it was a great
achievement just to be there, at this
amazing venue, so we weren’t surprised
to find the standard of singing from the
other choirs to be very high.
We were all surprised at how big the
hall was! Esme Jarvis
I had butterflies in my tummy!
Eleanor McGuire
It was one of the best experiences of my
life. I’ll never forget it! Edward Alston

We sang in front of lots of people, which
was scary… but I wouldn’t have missed it
for the world. Francesca Humphrey

Going to sing at the Royal Festival Hall was
an amazing and magical experience that
I will never forget. Singing in a place so
grand is a treasured memory. Thank you,
Mrs Dunnett and Miss Brugger, for making
this possible. Georgia Hodgson

H Happiness and love from parents

My mum came to watch and she said she
loved it! I liked the very end, when Aidan
held the big candle and the lights went out.
Noah Rastrick

R	
Reverend Child reads
some prayers

A brand new group, our very own Steel Pan
Band, led by Ruth Wilson, made its debut

It’s so special to have our service in
the cathedral, one of the most precious
buildings in Norwich. Felix Bartram

S	
Star in Bethlehem
shines on the Nativity

PUPIL SOUND BITES
We all enjoyed the Carol Service very much
and sang as well as we possibly could.
Everyone in the whole school took part,
whether you were in the choir or not.
Mia Garvey
The Christmas Carol Service is a wonderful
service in the cathedral. The choirs sing
brilliant music and the younger children in
the school act out the Christmas Story, with
readings from older pupils. This year, Mrs
Hewitt read a wonderful poem at the end
called The Christmas Candle.
Atticus Hitchings

The concert opened with two pieces from
our String Orchestra, played confidently
by pupils spanning the entire age range of
the Lower School. It is so good to see how
the numbers of string players have grown
over the last few years and the progression
that has been achieved. Our two Wind
Groups were also in fine form, with a great
performance of Match of the Day and Nice
One Cyril from Hot Air and a really excellent
rendition of the theme from Star Wars given
by the more senior Wind Band, with their
new leader, Rachel Cannon.
The Recorder Groups, Stickers and
Guitar Club all demonstrated the growing
musical talent in the Lower School and, of
course, singing was strongly represented
by all age groups. The fantastic Little
Voices raised a kite as they sang Let’s Go
Fly a Kite from Mary Poppins and the large
School Choir put a smile on everyone’s
face with an energetic performance of
Pirates! They also sang the beautiful song
How Does a Moment Last Forever? from
Beauty and the Beast.

Nativity Carol Service
I thought the Carol Service was
sensational! It had amazing songs,
brilliant readings and it just couldn’t
have been better. I have never been to
a Carol Service like this! Daniel White

C C
 hristmas is joyful as
we sing in the cathedral

I

The evening came to a close with our
Chamber Choir, who have been very
busy this year. They began by singing a
lyrical two-part song, accompanied by
Ruth Wilson on the solo flute, the gentle,
beautiful sounds filling the huge space
of the cathedral. This was followed by a
tight and dramatic performance of Enjoy
the Storm by Ian Jeffries, which the choir
clearly loved performing.

On such a hot summer’s day, it was a
relief to be holding our concert in the cool
surroundings of our beautiful cathedral.
With more children taking part than ever
before, rehearsals had been busy and
hectic at times, but as the children returned
in the evening there was a definite air of
expectation and excitement.

All in all, a super evening of
entertainment, with something for
everyone, demonstrating the amazing
talents of these young pupils!
Congratulations to all involved!

at the concert. It transported us to the
Caribbean, with Hill and Gully and a Restful
Reggae. We look forward to hearing a lot
more from this group as they continue to
enjoy a more relaxed style of music!
It is always sad to see the Form 3 pupils
leave the Lower School and this year is no
exception. So, in the concert, they had,
once again, a special moment of singing a
song altogether, ably led by Miss Brugger.
This year it was a version of Jessie J’s Price
Tag song, which they clearly all enjoyed
performing as much as we did listening to
it. We hope they will continue to develop
all their musical skills as they move up to
the Senior School – they are a very
talented bunch!

E V E RY G R O U P H A D
R E H E A R S E D V E RY
H A R D A N D I T WA S
C L E A R T H AT T H E
AU DIEN CE LOVED IT
I enjoyed the concert very much. I can’t
wait until Form 1 when I will be able to be
in the School Choir. Zara Morgan
I enjoyed doing Steel Pans, as I have
never played or even seen them before.
It was really exciting! Jemima Curtis

Innkeeper says, “No room!”

T	
Teachers give us
mince pies afterwards!
M	
Mrs Dunnett is a very
good conductor
A Advent time has come
S	
Singing songs with
the whole school
by Francesca Humphrey
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T H E Y H AV E T H R O W N T H E M S E LV E S
W H O L E H E A R T E D LY I N T O
PRODUCING THEIR OWN RENDITION
O F T H I S C L A S S I C ! T H E I R E F F O R T,
ENTHUSIASM AND COMMITMENT
H A S B E E N O U T S TA N D I N G

Bugsy Malone
FRAN BRUGGER
I am sure many of you have watched
Bugsy Malone, possibly a few times,
and have been enchanted by the
charming characters and catchy songs.
The Bugsy Malone bug has certainly
caught the Form 2 and Form 3 children
of Norwich Lower School. They have
thrown themselves wholeheartedly
into producing their own rendition of this
classic! Their effort, enthusiasm and
commitment has been outstanding,
and they have been a complete delight to
work with. I sincerely hope memories of
their rehearsals and performances will
be cherished forever, as they look
back fondly at what they have achieved.

DRAMA
Overview
READ BY L AUREN CARTER
O N S P E E C H D AY

We have been treated to three musical
productions this year. The Staff Panto set
the standard. When I say “set the standard”
I mean we all thought… well, we have got
to be better than that… Oh yes we did!
Mr Parsons directed it and the rumour
was the staff only had one rehearsal.
However, the Bursar was heard to say
the staff consumed enough alcohol
backstage to cover a month of
rehearsals... naughty naughty!
Our senior production this year was Bugsy
which took place in the newly created
Blake Studio. Everyone in my year was
involved with members of Form 2 in the
chorus. I played the part of Loretta, who
had a bit of an attitude. I heard Mr Ingham
say “horses for courses” when I told him
my part. I was not sure what that meant so I
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“We could have been anything that we
wanted to be”… and they certainly can be!

asked my mum and was not best pleased!
So, Mr Ingham, all that I can say to that is
“Hey you dumb salami!” There were some
amazing individual performances and we
were able to re-enact a scene from the play
as part of the whole school GALA evening
in the last week of term.
Form 1 and Lower 1 got in on the act with
their musical Go for Gold. We also had a
group from Dance Club take part in the
Dance Festival.
I have really enjoyed all the drama
opportunities available to me in my time at
the Lower School and will remember them
for years to come. I want to thank all the
staff, parents and my fellow pupils who
commit so much time in order for us to
enjoy such wonderful drama opportunities.
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T H E R E WA S A N E V I L Q U E E N
WITH A BEARD BIG ENOUGH
TO HIDE A BADGER IN IT

Staff Panto
CHR IS PA R SO N S
The Staff Panto only takes place every
2 years, and there is a very good reason
for that: it is, frankly, awful!
Take this year’s offering, for an example:
‘So Right and the 7 D.W.A.R.V.E.S (Deeply
Worried Actors Renting Very Expensive
Staging)’. I mean, what was that all about?
The story bore no resemblance to any
panto ever performed before and the
script seemed to be an alien language
to the members of staff actually forcedon to perform it. It was as if they’d barely
bothered rehearsing at all.
As for the characters, there was an Evil
Queen with a beard big enough to hide

a badger in it, a talking and singing owl,
and a ‘camel’ that was actually a horse.
Wasn’t that huge inaccuracy obvious to
the production team?! The worst bit was
probably the ridiculous Sand Dance.
Even the video camera couldn’t bring
itself to film that.
Nevertheless, many of the audience
members naturally thought that they
should pretend that they found it
‘hysterical’. Politeness. I guess…?
Whenever any of them shouted
“IT’S BEHIND YOU!” I simply thought…
surely you mean… “It’s… BENEATH
you”…? BAH!

Go for Gold
JANE FARROW AND FORM 1 PUPIL SOUND BITES
Our production, Go for Gold, was set in
both modern day and Ancient Greek times.
The musical had something for everyone,
with lots of humour and history along the
way. It told the story of the present-day
athlete Suzie Swift, who, faced with a lack
of sponsorship, decided to pull out of the
Olympic Games. Her trainer, Phil O’Sophie,
took us back to Ancient Greece where the
Olympics began. This served to highlight
that the real essence of the Games is about
a desire to strive for personal perfection
and not about materialistic gain.
The pupils thoroughly enjoyed
rehearsing and learning the very
catchy musical numbers, while
appreciating and identifying with the
underlying message of the play: never
lose sight of your dreams, stay focused
and always give of your best – despite
any unwanted challenges along the way.
During the two performances to parents
and one to a visiting school, the young
thespians showcased their talents not just
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as actors but as singers and dancers too.
When they took their final bows in their
eye-catching costumes amid the stunning
scenery, they were congratulated with
rapturous and appreciative applause.
Go for Gold was the Lower 1 / Form 1
production. I was Jack Swift, the brother of
Suzie and Porsche. In the musical, Suzie is
the main character who is deciding whether
or not to enter the Olympics as she is short
of sponsorship. In the end, she realises
it’s about more than that and does. I was
in the present day and had to play video
games! There were a lot of flashbacks to
Ancient Greek times. The Lower 1s were
the chorus. It was my favourite play that
I’ve ever taken part in! Will Clarke
I really enjoyed performing Go for Gold
because we all had a part to play and had
so much fun! I played Aphrodite, Goddess
of Love and Beauty, and I loved playing
that character. I thought Mrs Farrow and
Mr Worton were the best directors ever.
Poppy Scott

The stage was really cool. At the back was
an amphitheatre and at the front a modern
day house. I played the part of Miya who
was Milo’s wife. Milo was the great Ancient
Greek athlete. We all had great fun!
Else De Lange
Being in Go for Gold was a nervous but,
at the same time, exciting experience.
I loved performing in front of an audience.
Dominic Walker
My character in Go for Gold was a boxer.
People laughed at me when I said,
“You forgot about aggro in Argos!” I had to
pretend to be angry all the time. The most
important thing of all, I really enjoyed it.
Tom Irvine
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TA L E N T S H O W
K AT E C O P S O N
The Lower School Talent Show was yet
again an outstanding display of talent
and all completely pupil led. There was
an enormous variety of performances
including dancing, singing, karate
comedy acts, magic acts, puppeteering
and instrumental duets. After a difficult
deliberation, guest judge Louis Hilyer
announced that the overall winner was
Daniel White with his fantastic original
magic act, closely followed by dancers
Chloe Holmes and Ciara Bethapudy as
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well as singers Olivia Hill and
Antonia Williamson.
The quality of each performance was
exceptional and I would like to thank
all of the finalists for their time, effort
and commendable bravery in being a
part of this year’s annual Talent Show. I
promised I wouldn’t include the fact that
Mr Peek and Mr Parsons donned red
wigs and sung a rendition of Tomorrow
from Annie… so I won’t mention that.
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Candy Land
Harriet Clover

My Best Friend
Darcy Wilkins

Once upon a dream I was walking in
candy land,

As I fall asleep, Barkley, my dog climbs
in beside me, and sleeps, like a dog.

The 9 paths are made of candy floss
that tickles my toes like sand.

He feels quite heavy, when he lies next to me.

As I reach to pick a lolly from the lolly-pop tree,
I notice over my shoulder there’s a
monster following me.
I make a quick dash as quick as a flash,
Up the bubble gum tree, he can’t follow me.
To get me out of trouble, I blow an
enormous bubble,
I lift off from the tree, the monster can’t get me.

He gets in the way, when I get up for a wee!
Before I know it, I’ve fallen asleep.
Then I’m in Barkley’s dream,
with one giant leap.
We run through the garden, catching a ball.
It’s really good fun,
even though I’m quite small.
We sniff lots of smells and hear lots of things,
But before we both know it,
the alarm clock rings.
We stretch and we yawn and we roll out of bed,

Once Upon a Dream
Padme Smith
Once upon a time I met an Elvin
Knight, who told me “Be strong, be
fearless, don’t back down without
a fight.”
He told me of his quest that led over
hills and under trees, through caves
where monsters lurked and beside
the roaring seas.
He told me of his adventures, across
the great blue sky, he knew I could be
anything, he opened up my eyes.
“But I am just too small” I cried one
despairing night, I felt so worn out,
though the answer was in plain sight.
“You are never too small to change
our world” my hero said to me.

“Of course you are not, really,
believe me!”
“I was once as small as you, with big,
big dreams, my imagination about
to burst, splitting at the seams.
I vowed to make a difference,
and here I am, bringing you an
adventure far across the land.”
“So even though you are small,
remember this one thing: your
imagination knows no bounds,
and is truly dazzling!”
So, every day I try to make the
world a better sight, for I will always
remember what he said to me, my
brave Elvin Knight.

Once Upon a Dream
Amie Hockley
That night what I saw was in a distant land…
of some sort. I saw the biggest roar of a lion
and a fat tiger with a shiny mane. A pumpkin, a
tree, a scarf with the Chocolate Factories ticket
of fame. That dream, that dream was ever so
strange. There was one thing weirdly that was
unforgettable for the next couple of days. A boy
with a peacock head which for some strange
reason I saw on my way to school the very
next day.

My eyes feel really heavy
and my legs feel like lead.
Then the day starts again,
and our dream has to keep,
Until much later, when we both go to sleep.

Dreams
Billy Treavett
Dreams can be anything.
Rare monsters can be found.
Everything could be made of cake.
Any item could be alive.
Monsters are everywhere.
Singing apples do exist!
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My Dreams
Ewan Lennard
Once upon a dream I was the ruler of the world.
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Once upon a dream I was in a boat
that swished and swirled.
Once upon a dream I saw some castles,
there were seven!
Once upon a dream I ate cream teas down in Devon.
Once upon a dream I was flying on a dragon
that was red.
Once upon a dream I had purple spots all
over my head.
Once upon a dream I just couldn’t find my brother.

Once Upon a Dream
Alex Walker
Chocolate filled the air,
lollipop mountains drifted by.

Once upon a dream Molly Weasley was my mother.

Once upon a dream,
I was running down the track,

Once upon a dream I had a pet Dalek called Fred.

Winning the Olympics, never looking back.

Once upon a dream I read the news on telly.

Once upon a dream I was landing down on Mars

Once upon a dream a strange doctor took me time
travelling through space.

Stepping out the rocket looking at the stars.

Is it any wonder my dreams are my favourite place!

Once upon a dream as flames were
getting higher,
I was saving all their lives putting out the fire.
Once upon a dream I was lying in my bed,

Fly in The Sky
Tilly Hill
Take all that you are, to be all you can be,
fly above the birds, so that you can see other
people wishing to be free, as free, as can be.
You can fly in the sky but why would you fly,
‘is it to touch the sky so high?’
Take all that you are to be all you can be, fly
above birds, then let your dreams set you free.
The birds fly in flocks, over mountains of snow,
they zoom and they fly, how high will they go?
Take all that you are to be all that you can be,
fly above the birds, so that you can see other
people wishing to be as free, as free, as can be!

I was happy and content, as I had love in
my heart and in my head.

Dreaming of Dreaming
Antonia Williamson
Downstairs the TV blares, but instead of
watching the screen, a girl is lying in her bed,
wishing that she could dream. The radiator
hums and the dishwasher thrums and planes
fly overhead but the noises seem to prevent
the dreams of the girl awake in bed. The TV
turns off and the lights all go out and the air is
silent and still, but even in here in that quiet
atmosphere, the girl’s going against her own
will. The girl is still awake and it’s getting quite
late, not a thing in the house makes a peep.
She closes her eyes, gives a yawn, sighs, and
she drifts off to sleep.

Once Upon a Dream
Harry Thomas
As I sleep I dream of cricket,
Making runs and taking wickets.
All dressed in whites, bat at the ready.
The bowler bowls, my nerves are steady.
I hit the ball, umpire shouts four,
I punch the air and prepare for more.
As the bowler bowls more balls,
I’m terrified a wicket may fall.
The games must end, the overs done.
We won the match, bring on the fun…
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My Sticker Book
Maya Riches
Once my Mummy got me a sticker book,

And the stickers were so smooth,

The Magic Box
Samuel Curtis

It was fantastic how fast the pages move.

I will put in my box…

It would be strange when I’m on my last,

A planet made of ice and dust,

It was amazing about the time I took.
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Although it will soon be in my past.
There were even stickers of food,
And some of people who were in a mood.
Some of them looked really quite bright,

I will put into my box,

The dare of a dragon in a deep, dark dungeon,
An eager elephant eating an egg,

So I don’t listen to those who swear,

My box is fashioned from,

And a little love heart from a puppy.

The scales of mermaids,

My box is fashioned from diamond ore,

The clearest crystals
with gold on them,

With a picture of a season on each side,

My box is fashioned by fire and ice
With clear water joints,
And stars on the top of the box and a mystery around every corner.
I shall skate in my box on the ice lakes,
Then fall through to the ice cold water until everything
black appears around me,
Then be washed up on the yellow beach with the sunset going down.

The hinges are pearls
from the bluest water.

In things that can’t be true.
As real as me or you.

A man in a white coat and a silver tie
sprinting down the pavement,

The white kittens and brown puppies that love to play.

My friends say I should not believe,

I will put in to the box…

The breeze of a butterfly
flapping its wings by the lake.

The sunset full of orange colour,

Unicorn
Freya Hockings

But my heart believes one must exist,

I will put in the box,

A school full of colourful fish,

Then I will land on a planet,

And a fluffy feather from a flamingo.

A giant pink waterfall cascading
down its purple cliff face,

I will put in the box,
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I will put in to the box…

The spirits of a haunted house,

The clear water from the sea.

To the furthest reaches of space,

The Magic Box
George Willis

A dress made of the finest silk,

The hugs from my mum and dad,

I shall fly in my box,

And collect red hot gases to
make beautiful gems.

I will put in the box
Janis Loates
The jet black night with the stars flickering,

Tiny tread marks of a trail,
And a shining shell from
a seashore.

My Magic Box
Beth Stevens

A faint rainbow
shooting across the sky.

The flick of a dragon’s tail,
A tonne of diamond ore,

Some of the stickers you have to tug and pull.

The pinkest pearl of the
southern isles,

My box is made of…

Some of them were under the moon,

My favourite page is really quite full,

A shimmer of a shooting star,

And a well of molten lava.

But some of them looked ready to fight.

But some looked down in the gloom.

I will put in my box,

An emerald oyster,

That things they cannot see aren’t there.
I am a unicorn, free and wild,
And someday, I will find a child.

Golden hinges,
And bright blue paper inside it.

I shall go treasure
hunting in my box,
On an island with sand that
shimmers like glitter,
Then knock down a coconut
and then go home for my supper.
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Descriptions of Dominique
Appia’s ‘Dream Scene’
Tom Irvine
There is a bookcase with very thick books
tightly packed together. It is an old looking
bookcase and it smells old too. On my left, a girl
is reading a book. At first, it all looks perfectly
normal to me until I realise that she is burning
the books and her body is disappearing into
the floor.
Hang on, my feet are wet and cold. I look
behind me and there is water! I jump in and a
steamer comes towards me. A horrible salty
taste is really getting to me and I can hear
distant seagulls. I quickly swim back in and
wow, it’s hot in here! Wait a second, the fire is
burning outside of the fireplace! Is this a visual
illusion? The fireplace is pretty, it is made out
of red marble and there are mineral streaks
that really stand out.

Descriptions of Dominique
Appia’s ‘Dream Scene’
Poppy Scott
I find myself in a spectacularly weird and most
peculiar room. I turn around to catch a slight
glimpse of two half invisible girls suddenly
appearing in the room. One girl reads books
and throws them into a fire that unexpectedly
and strangely burns outside of the fireplace.
Where on earth am I?
I take a fairly big stride backwards and feel a
wave from the sea splash against me. I tip toe
backwards in slow motion. Immediately, I feel
the warmth from the crackling fire. Turning
around, I see another half visible girl staring
out of a massive cold looking hole in the wall.
Here there are rocks and icy, tall and sharp
mountains. In the sky, is a hot air balloon that
has the appearance of a beach ball in a net.
Flowers are flowing out of the huge hot
air balloon.

To my right is a beautiful wooden bookcase
crammed with hundreds of big, thick books.
To the left of the bookcase is an open door.
Flooding in through the door is white, frothy
water and behind this is the sea. Green and
blue waves are bouncing up and down on the
ocean. Coming towards the room is a huge,
black, white and red ship funnelling out vile,
black smoke.
On the other side of the doorway is a grand
fireplace made of red marble. I can’t see what
the back of the fireplace is like because it’s
covered by a cloud of thick, black smoke. The
odd thing is, all the fire has escaped and is
burning some books on the oak panelled floor.
Crouching on the floor reading the books is
a young girl who looks about 10 years old.
Wow! Her body is see-through! Her limbs,
face and brown hair are visible but her dress
is invisible. This place just gets weirder and
weirder! Above the fireplace is a golden framed
mirror, at least, that’s what I think it is. It is a
kind of window because it shows the outside.
On the left of the mirror is a door.
Through the door is a window showing
buildings on the left. To the right, on the floor
is a marble head with brown eyes. The hair is
made of leaves. On the left of the doorway is
a wall where there is a picture of the Leaning
Tower of Pisa which has been tipped on its side
so that the tower is straight.

Descriptions of Dominique
Appia’s ‘Dream Scene’
Oscar Butler
I’m standing in a dark, dull squished up room.
There’s a large, six-shelved bookcase with
around one hundred and thirty books all so
tight together that it appears impossible to
get one out. This is all to my right. To my left,
there is a picture of the ‘straight’ Tower of Pisa!
The picture frame is tilted, but the picture is
straight! How weird can things get! There is
also a gap in the wall with a tree growing in
the floorboards beside it.
A girl is carefully handling one of the books as
if it were very delicate. She is staring straight
at a hot air balloon through the gap in the
wall. Over there it must be extraordinarily
cold because there is an incredibly large, fierce
iceberg just standing in what must be the
middle of a city. By the iceberg, there is a large
group of spiny rocks.
In the next room, there is a rather large statue
of a head with green hair. Wait a second, that
isn’t hair! The hair is actually leaves from a
bunch of leaves from the mysteriously growing
tree in the adjacent corner. There is yet
another strange gap in the wall but it looks like
a city out there. Maybe I shall clamber out and
find my way in the unusually smoky sky.

The Christmas Poem
Form 1 pupils
T’was a dark gloomy night,
Snowflakes danced like ballerinas in the wind.
The full moon glistened on the fresh fallen snow,

Descriptions of Dominique
Appia’s ‘Dream Scene’
Jack Paterson

The silence only broken by the faint jingle of reindeer bells,

I walk into a very strange room and I’m
wearing my wellies because for some reason,
the sea is coming through the door! I can smell
smoke because, ‘Oh my!’ there is a huge black,
white and red steam liner heading straight
towards me. I step out of the foamy sea water
off to the right and I’m limping because my
shoes are full of water. As I turn right, at a
180 degree angle, I can see the golden painted
frame of a clean, polished mirror.

On the rooftops, reindeer hooves merrily clopped in unison,

Whilst the children dreamed joyfully of gifts on
Christmas morn.

And St Nicholas, sack on his back,
Struggled anxiously down dark, dusty chimneys,
Wishing for refreshments to help him on his way.
Without a word, he filled the hopeful stockings.
‘Ere he departed, he paused only to admire
the dazzling decorations,
And whispered, ‘I wish you all a very Merry Christmas.’
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Desperately, a man tapped away
on the piano’s keys, his heart was
melting as a tear trickled down his
face and landed on the shiny black
piano. Sadness was just one thing, but
his memories were too big to ignore.
Suddenly, his wife’s ghostly
appearance was now sat right beside
him. She grasped his hand with love
as she started to play the piano with
him. And gently she moved her soft
fragile face closer to his stubble filled
cheek and kissed him, creating a love
heart. As she moved away the heart
was broken. Now memories went
flying past even faster than before.

Back to when he was a soldier with
his older brother in the army. He ran
up behind a wall, when his brother
was about to shoot, but he got… shot
in the stomach. His brother’s sad
eyes looked up to the smoke filled sky
as he slowly passed away.
The man’s head was full of
wonderful memories. The happiest
was his 10th birthday when he got
handed a blue box wrapped in a silk
navy ribbon. As he opened the box it
revealed a wonderful hobby horse.
His heart was racing with excitement
as he picked it up.

The Piano
Yohan Saravanamuttu
In a dark gloomy room with a
spotlight raining down on the
piano, mournfully, a man sat at
the piano, broken, his fingers
gracefully tapping the white ivory
keys. Slowly, a tear trickled down
his cheek as memories flashed
through his mind of the loved ones
he had lost throughout his life.

The Piano
Lawrence Williams
Mournfully and depressed, the man
was broken inside with every brain
cell on edge tingling with his own
electric power running through his
body. He was old and had nothing
to lose to anyone of any sorts.
He gently pattered the keys with
his wrinkly battered fingers, all
alone in a gloomy, frosty room in
complete devastation.
Softly and calmly, the man’s wife
kissed him on the cheek with love and
affection. She started playing with
him but slowly drifted away as a soft
sound. His heart full of love and faith,
he felt amazing. So he opened his
drifting mind to emerging memories
of his long life from years ago.
To when he was legging it, backing up
on one knee against a wall with his
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half-brother. He looked at his brother
and they nodded, but then disaster
struck. He was gone. Gone forever,
his eyes could spell out murder. He
could feel the pain, it was like a great
bouldering tower of a grizzly bear,
standing over him. So he opened his
drifting mind to emerging memories
of his long life from years ago.

Rapidly, the boy zoomed around the
piano building up speed. He passed it
through generations to come. There,
still a mark that he made when he
was a young boy. It was a scratch he
made with a wooden stick he found
in the paddock. He looked at his
grandson and remembered when he
made the scratch.

Excited and surprised, the boy picked
out of the box a glimmering horse
glazed in oil, shimmering in the light.
Carefully, the boy held it in the air
like it is gold that will forever last
and last standing strong for years
to come. He thanked his parents for
getting him this present and without
thought jumped on and started to
run around. So he opened his drifting
mind to emerging memories of his
long life from years ago.

Happily, the man and the boy played
the last piece together in harmony.
Then they looked at each other and
smiled with gracious joy but still
heartbroken. The past few years of
memories shot through the man’s
body and evaporated out of his brain,
so there weren’t any bad thoughts in
his mind for ever more...

Suddenly, a ghostly figure began
drifting towards him. As it got
closer, he realised it was his
beloved wife who he had lost all
those years ago. She glided over to
the old man and sat at the piano
with him, lifting off his left hand
and playing the notes for him. She
then gave him a peck on the cheek,
their heads forming a love heart.
His heart sank as she faded away.
Gradually, he backtracked through
time to earlier memories.
He found himself running onto the
battlefield with his beloved brother
as they sheltered behind a wall. As
his brother stepped out to fire at the
enemy, disaster struck. His brother
was hit by an enemy bullet. The
man embraced him and clung onto
his hand, trying not to lose him as
he slowly passed away. Then, the
sad memory was flushed

away as he dreamt back to
childhood memories.
The man was kneeling down in
front of a big blue box on his 7th
birthday. He stripped off the
wrapping paper and to his delight
it was a wooden hobby horse. He
gently lifted it out of the box and
started galloping about on it,
around the room and next to the
piano, happier than he had ever
been in his sad life.
Slowly, distant memories came
back to reality as his grandson
came galloping up to him on
the same horse he had played
on when he was a child. His
grandson leant the wooden
hobby horse on the piano
and jumped up onto the
stool with his grandpa.
The little boy smiled
happily and watched
his grandpa play the end
of the piece. The old man
was happier than ever
before. Then he looked at
his grandson and then they
played the last note of the
piece together.

His fingers grabbed the horse with
amazement and then he ran across
the room. He sprinted as fast as he
could like a real horse. But as he did
so, his memories turned to reality as
his grandson came running up and
then placed the hobby horse down by
the piano.
The boy came and sat next to his sad
grandad and they played the last note
together. There was once a frown, now
a smile had taken its place with pride
as they took a long loving look at each
other, finally knowing that they were
now actually happy.
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I woke up to the sound of footsteps,
followed by a scream. It was a
familiar scream, I had heard it
before but I couldn’t think whose
it was. I was intrigued to see what
had happened. I fluttered off my
old oak bed, my wings still weak
after my last flight. It seemed
that everyone else had heard the
scream and were gathering at the
death scene. I pushed and shoved
to get to the front of the fluttering
fairy crowd.
My eyes were still not used to the
light, and there was sleep in them.

I still had bed hair, of which I
couldn’t be bothered to brush.
My heart sank as I saw who was
lying dead on the floor... It was
Lavender, my best friend; she was
the only one who believed in me,
well who was alive.
Lavender was lying there squashed
like a fly. Her wings were torn and
her light blue dress was ripped. I
knew who had done this.
Anger rose through my body and a
plan struck my mind. I was going to
follow the human being and get my
revenge whatever it took.

From ‘Exorcist’
Max Blaxell

From ‘Tommy’s Football Dream’
Zak Jones
Tommy’s shot was out of this world!!
With a quick step over... then a
roulette... Bang – the ball hit the
back of the net. GOAL!!!...
Only Tommy was alone in his small
back garden in a pair of old, dirty
trainers with two tin cans for the
sides of the goal. This is where
Tommy spent most of his spare time,
where he imagined he was a famous
footballer and where he pretended he
had a group of friends to play with.
Tommy lived in a small two bedroom
house with his Mum, Dad and his
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younger brother John. His Dad had
lost his job at the factory around the
corner and his Mum tried to earn a
few pennies cleaning other people’s
houses. They had no spare money
and the cupboards were often empty
so they had little food to eat.
Tommy’s clothes were usually
bought from the charity shop in
town and poor Tommy was often
really embarrassed as his school
friends made jokes about him. They
were all lucky to have new clothes
and new shoes and not hand-medown clothes...

Tommy’s dream was to have his
own pair of football boots so that
he could join the other boys who
played for the local football team
called Sandy Town United. They
trained every Wednesday evening
and usually had a match on a Sunday
morning. Tommy often watched from
a distance so they didn’t see him; he
was a kind, gentle boy and although
he desperately wanted to join in, he
loved his parents and knew that they
tried their best to keep the family fed
and clothed...

David Golding was putting some top
secret files into his safe. His frail
fingers dancing over the lock of the
safe, he knew that he had to keep
the files as safe as possible so
that James Starling didn’t find
his location. Suddenly David
heard the sound of roaring
Jeep engines replacing
the beautiful tranquillity
of the Derbyshire
countryside. David
quickly shoved the
files into the
safe, picked
it up,

and threw it down the stairs to his
dusty old basement. David wiped
his brow and hid behind the piano.
He reached inside the piano and
pulled out his gun – a small P50.
David could hear some commands.
“Paul, go round the back, Ben,
Rayan cover the sides.” David
slowly stood up and took a shot at a
small black haired boy. He missed.
“There he is!” shouted the boy.
“Well then shoot him!” shouted
the leader, a really blonde tall fat
man. Suddenly David made a loud
gurgling noise as a bullet imbedded
in his neck. The blonde haired man
walked in the house and found the
safe, shot the lock off and took the
files. The blonde haired man walked
out of the door, his fat belly wobbling
out in front of him, and as he
climbed in the Jeep he spoke three
words: ‘’Light it up!” Suddenly the
whole house set alight. The house
was like a massive fire ball in the
beautiful Derbyshire countryside.
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Clockwise from opposite left:
Gardening Club; Steel Pan Club; Board
Game Club; Kayak Club; Gardening Club;
Dance Club; Balloon Modelling Club

CLUBS

Just a small selection of the 97 different
clubs that take place before, during and after
school, as well as even running at the weekends!
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Clockwise from top: Ski Club;
Running Club; NLS Radio;
Maths Club; Natural History
Club for families at the weekend
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8th Norwich Cubs
TIM BROOK, ANNELISE SAVILL AND ARTHUR TURNER
A century is worth celebrating! In 1916, the
Cubs section was fashioned from the Boy
Scouts to offer adventurous activities for
boys aged seven to 10. One hundred years
on, and now with girls, our Cubs section at
the 8th Norwich Sea Scout Group is thriving.
By way of extending out celebrations
beyond our usual evening and weekend
activities we joined in with the rest of the
District for an activity bonanza at Eaton
Vale. As well as canoeing, abseiling, go
karting and shooting, we participated in the
biggest campfire celebration any one of us
had seen.
On a smaller scale, but with a grander
setting (we feel), we used the magnificent
backdrop of the cathedral spire, from the
vantage point of the cloisters, to celebrate
our Cubs’ 100 years. With a beautiful scout
emblem designed and donated by the
Davidsons to recognise the occasion we
marvelled at our surroundings and what
had gone before us. The grandeur just
seemed appropriate!
In the ebb and flow of the Scouting
year we begin as we end, on the water. The
enthusiasm for kayaking is boundless; school
shoes, cub sweat shirts and activity trousers
de rigueur. The Kayaking Day on the Broads
was encouragingly oversubscribed and with
proficient rowers and nascent canoeists, our
water activities are in fine fettle.
During the longer, darker nights of the
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winter we focused on maps and navigation,
and creative badge pursuits in the form of
cutting lino (and a finger or two) to create
prints. On our community front we ventured
to clean up the leaves on the northern side
of the cathedral. We also had time to play
unusual games – anyone heard of crab
volleyball? – as well as tinkering with some
additional badge elements.
One of our themes in the Cubs is to
celebrate the end of each term with a
party. Hallowe’en brought out the zombies,
mummies and pumpkins. We bowled our
way into the Lent break and ran, jumped
and threw (eggs and water bombs) to
celebrate the end of the Trinity term.
Our Summer Camp theme this year was the
Olympics to coincide with the events in Rio.
The teams, their names seemingly echoing

obscure Eastern European countries, played
out the various competitions in good spirits
to end with a wonderful medal ceremony
including flags and mugs expertly collected
from Rio by Jane Pond. Payment: a photo to
pass back to the Rio organisers to make the
link to the ‘real’ games complete.
By the very nature of the pack, Cubs come
and go. As they reach the end of Form 2,
our Cubs move on to Scouts. It is always
with a mixture of sadness and joy to see
them go. Joy as they move onwards and
take with them a set of skills to build on, but
in so doing take away their presence that
had become part and parcel of a Monday
or Tuesday evening.
Although we would like our leaders to stay,
they too must remain only as long as it is
practicable and we say goodbye to Jo
Hood who leaves our Monday team after 3
fabulous years. We are very sad to see her
go and will miss her patience, cub-centric
approach and her first aid skills.
Where one rock leaves another one
comes and this year we welcomed
Anja Carter as a full-time leader on
Tuesday. She has brought with her a new
perspective and energy to the programme
and we welcome her kayaking experience
as well as her professional knowledge to
enhance our website.
We are very much looking forward to
another action-packed year.
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Far left: Red and Gold Day

Left: Christmas Jumpers

Below: Yellow Daffodil Day

Bottom: Christmas Fair ‘Pie The Teacher’

School Council
JANE FARROW
The School Council have had a very busy
year. The democratically elected School
Council Representatives have come to each
meeting enthusiastically armed with ideas,
several of which have been put into action
to make a difference, both within the school
and further afield.
Among the many things achieved, the
Council has helped to alter some of the food
choices and procedures in the refectory.
They have also come up with alternative
club choices, among them Equestrian Club,
which Mr Ingham is currently investigating.
It was agreed that the money raised by
the Friends’ Association should be used to
purchase a new trim trail in the playground.
The Council were also instrumental in
requesting that goals were bought for each
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year group, which have been well-used
during field breaks. They have also headed
up the collection of an impressive number
of Sainsbury’s Active Kids tokens and have
chosen to spend them on some exciting
new playtime equipment.
The School Council have also chosen
some worthy charities for our fundraising
events. They voted that The Hamlet Centre
should be the receiving charity from the
proceeds of our annual Christmas Fair.
They opted that the pupils and staff should
wear Christmas jumpers on the last day
of the Michaelmas term to raise money
for Save the Children. In addition, they
decided to hold a ‘Red and Gold Day’ to
support the Care for Children charity and
a ‘Yellow Daffodil Day’ to support Marie

Curie. In the last week of the school year,
the Council felt strongly that we should
have a non-uniform day to raise money for
the Grenfell Tower disaster victims.
We have really enjoyed being on School
Council and making decisions.
William Clarke and Ciara Bethapudy
I have loved being a School Council
Representative and have enjoyed making
decisions to make Norwich Lower School
even better. Oscar Butler
I really liked being part of a meeting with the
refectory to discuss the new foods we were
requesting. Darcy Wilkins
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Charity
R E A D BY B E AT R I C E LO C K H A R TS M I T H O N S P E E C H D AY
The charity work this year has supported
seven different charities and we have again
raised thousands of pounds for worthy
causes. The Christmas Fair is something
all the pupils look forward to and this year
we were raising money for The Hamlet
Centre charity, which supports children
suffering from severe disabilities.
Everyone tries to think of a stall people
will like. At some point there is always an
opportunity to ‘punish’ a teacher. This year
it was Mr Wilson who got splatted!
The toxic drink that a teacher has been
chosen to reluctantly drink for the last
few years mysteriously did not make an
appearance this year… I investigated this,
and I have since found out that there was
some rather sneaky planning by the Form
Tutors in Form 3 to avoid having to drink the

‘yummy’ drink. The teachers each told their
class that someone from the other class
was organising the toxic drink. This was
not true, of course! Form 3 Form Tutors, I
have to say I was rather disappointed with
your behaviour. It was for charity, you know!
It is very important that members of Form
2 remember this for next year and make
sure you are not misled by such sneaky,
underhand tactics.
With the Christmas Shoebox appeal, Silver
Coin challenge, Red and Gold Day, Save
the Children, supporting Marie Curie and
the Harvest Festival, I feel proud of the
contribution we have made this year.
In total, we have raised £4,112.32.
Right: Jeans 4 Genes cake sale

Eco Council and Eco Club
S TA C E Y M AY N A R D

Outreach

Since starting our Lower School Eco
Council and Eco Club in September, we
have worked very hard to achieve our
Bronze Eco-School Award.

FRAN BRUGGER

School pupils present
‘The Children’s City
of Literature’

To achieve this, Eco Council had to
complete environmental surveys of
our school and make suggestions
via an action plan to help reduce our
environmental impact. Posters of our work
have also been displayed around school
to remind others to be aware of their
environmental consumption!
Eco Club have played an important role in
helping to carry out these actions and they
have been litter picking, planting pollinatorfriendly plants, watering and helping with
our Energy Monitor roles. Many children
have also applied for their Green Blue Peter
Badge for helping to pick litter! We have
even been making our own bird feeders to
hang in the outside garden!
Our team of Energy Monitors have been
patrolling the classrooms at lunchtime to
see which class is best at ‘switching it off’!
Classes who achieve the best score win
the award for the week!
Next year, we hope to continue our
hard work and achieve the Silver
Eco-School Award!
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Norwich Lower School
Action Plan
In Eco Club, I have really enjoyed
gardening and bird watching! In Eco
Council, I really enjoyed taking part in the
assembly which was in front of the whole
school. We reminded people to turn off their
lights and whiteboards when they weren’t
using them! Alex Morgan
This year in Eco Club, I have really
enjoyed litter picking around the school,
making bird feeders, gardening and bird
watching. Overall, I think it has been a really
successful year with Miss Maynard!
Nathan Birchenough

 o reduce the amount of litter
T
found on school grounds by
doing regular litter picks.
To make everyone at NLS
more aware of their energy
consumption by creating an
energy monitoring system.
To improve the school grounds
by adding flowers around the site.
To encourage ‘Healthy Living’
at NLS.

On Wednesday 26th April 2017,
Norwich School hosted the Children’s City
of Literature Celebration Evening in the
newly redeveloped Blake Studio. The
evening celebrated the completion of a
creative writing project, run by Norwich
School and the Writers’ Centre Norwich,
involving children from St William’s Primary,
Magdalen Gates Primary, Cringleford Junior
School, Sprowston Junior School and
Norwich Lower School.
Based on Norwich being named a City of
Literature, during eight 90-minute sessions
the children built their own city, word by
word, writing its folk tales, its travel guides
and its poetry, even hosting its first literary
Olympics and election. Not only did this
introduce students to a range of different
forms of writing and creative expression,
but it also reinforced how literature plays an
active part in shaping the way we see and
interact with the world around us.

The children from Norwich Lower School
relished the opportunity to work with
children from different schools and new
friendships have been formed. Their energy,
enthusiasm and commitment to the project
has been wonderful to witness.
The evening featured extracts from their
work, read by the children, prior to the
very first Children’s City of Literature
book officially being launched by Julian
Sedgwick, an award-winning author. In
addition, Julian spoke inspirationally about
his journey in the world of writing and where
his influences had come from. Sophie
Scott-Brown, the Participation and Learning

Manager at the Writers’ Centre Norwich,
said to those present:
“The real pleasure of my job is in
getting to see what happens when
young people are given the opportunity
and encouragement to spread their
imaginative wings.”
Norwich was named England’s first
UNESCO City of Literature in 2012, based
on its rich literary history. This includes
some of the most radical, original and
outspoken writers of our times, including
Julian of Norwich, Harriet Martineau,
Thomas Browne and Thomas Paine.
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Cathedral Choir
ASHLEY GROTE, MASTER OF MUSIC,
N O R W I C H C AT H E D R A L
For the choristers, it has been another
busy year: it is easy to forget that,
alongside their school commitments, they
are young professionals who sing five
cathedral services every week! On top
of this core work, there have been many
other highlights. No sooner are we back
in September than we seem to be into
preparations for All Souls, Remembrance,
Advent and Christmas. As well as the busy
programme of Christmas services and
concerts at the cathedral itself, the choir
were out and about in the city, parading
through the streets for the switching on of
the Christmas lights, and performing a carol
concert at OPEN. The boys’ and girls’ efforts
at this busy time were rewarded in style with
our annual visit en masse to the Panto at
the Theatre Royal! The boys’ preparations
for Lent and Passiontide were preceded in
the traditional manner with Shrove Tuesday
pancake races on the Lower Green.
Holy week saw the Cathedral Choir join
with Norwich Baroque and a cast of
internationally acclaimed soloists in Bach’s
St Matthew Passion: to perform this long
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and complex work with the top line sung
entirely by children was an immense
achievement. We were pleased to be joined
on that occasion by the Lower School
Chamber Choir, who sang the part for
children’s chorus. Only a few days later,
the BBC broadcast two services for Easter
Sunday live from the Cathedral on Radio 3
and 4 respectively, which meant a 6.45am
start, so that we could be warmed up and
ready to sing to the nation at 8.10am! The
fact that the BBC chose Norwich shows
the very high regard in which our boys’ and
girls’ singing is held.
After Easter, our contribution to this year’s
Norfolk and Norwich Festival was somewhat
different to the norm: a late-night concert
under a giant illuminated moon at The
Forum. This was followed shortly afterwards
by a weekend in which we hosted some
150 ex-choristers from cathedrals all over
the country. Seeing the older generation
alongside the young boys and girls of
today’s choir is a reminder that a chorister
education brings rewards, experiences and
opportunities that really do last a lifetime.
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Lower 1 Monks Trail

TRIPS

GABRIELLE RICHE
Every autumn, Lower 1 visit the
cathedral to learn about the people
who built it and to find out about daily
life of medieval monks. We spend an
enjoyable afternoon looking at the
ancient building, and learning a little
of the life in the cathedral hundreds
of years ago. Everyone enjoys the
opportunity to try on a monk’s black
habit, and discover the hoods were
designed to prevent chatting, a most

Lower 1
Pizza Express

upsetting thought for most Year 3
children! Once we have heard about
a monk’s daily life, which separated
them from their families, even at the
age of seven, we have the opportunity
to write with a quill. Thanks to the
Harry Potter series, most children
have heard of quills, and relish the
chance to write with a scratchy feather
and a pot of ink. This year was a great
success, as no one spilt their ink!

K AT E C O P S O N
Lower 1 visited Pizza Express where they
learnt about food hygiene and preparation.
They worked alongside a chef to prepare
their very own pizzas. We came back to
school and did some Maths work about
our favourite toppings; margherita was the
winner!
I couldn’t believe I was allowed to put as
much mozzarella on my pizza as I wanted!
Samuel Curtis
I was trying so hard to not lick my fingers
because the tomato sauce was so tasty!
Sophia Betts
Saving some of the pizza to share
with our families was the best idea!
Freya McAllister

Pupils’ favourite toppings

Lower School Family Ski Trip
K AT E C O P S O N
On Sunday 2nd April, 54 staff, parents
and pupils embarked on the Lower School
Family Ski Trip 2017 to Bormio, Italy.
After a scenic transfer from Milan airport
to Bormio, via Lake Como, the group
were kitted out ready for the first day of
skiing! On the first morning, we met all
the wonderful ski instructors and lessons
began in excellent skiing conditions. Over
the course of the week, the children and
parents made super progress and gained
confidence on the slopes. The Bormio ski
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SOUND BITES

4

9

I loved the cheetah

8

4

area is relatively small, so groups were
frequently meeting up and there was great
camaraderie between everyone. The
evening entertainment included a disco
in the town square (featuring brilliant ‘dad
dancing’ moves), sledging, a spa visit, a
hotly contested quiz and a trip to a pizzeria.
On the final evening, the ski instructors
visited the hotel to present awards to the
children. A fantastic week was had by all
and we will now be looking forward to the
Lower School Family Ski Trip 2019.

8

Lower 1
Banham Zoo

I loved the baby kangaroo

3

My favourite animal was a snow leopard

Ham and Mushroom

4

Chicken and Chorizo

8

Ham and Pineapple

3

Tuna and Sweetcorn

8

Pepperoni		 4
Margherita		 9

I love seeing the camels
I loved the penguins, the penguins were
in their houses
The penguins were funny
I loved the red panda
I talked to animals and they talked back
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Lower 1
Easton Farm

Lower 1 Hilltop
TIM BROOK
AND LOWER 1
PUPIL SOUND BITES

LOWER 1 PUPIL
SOUND BITES

The conversation on the school coach fell
away to leave the bus engine idling into the
Hilltop intercom. “Norwich Lower School”,
the bus driver informed the crackle that
greeted him. There was a pause which
seemed to hang in the air before an
electronic squelch followed immediately by
the five-bar gate swinging open. The coach
erupted into cheers and excited voices
calling out, “We’re here, we’re here!” This
isn’t the normal reaction to a 45-minute bus
ride, but due to unforeseen circumstances,
the bus arrived late at school, leaving us
wondering, at one point, whether it was
going to show at all!

There were lots of animals and we had a
chance to stroke them. While we were there
the lady told us some facts and I remember
that she said there are between 35,000 and
40,000 bees in a hive! Sophia Betts
I learnt that a sheep with a red stripe on its
back means that it has got one baby, a blue
stripe means two babies and a green stripe
means three or more babies, but that is very
rare. Is-haaq Karim-Uddin
The tractors were big but the combine
harvesters were even bigger. It was
interesting to learn how they worked and
how important they were to farming.
Jack Foreman
The worst part for me was that so many pigs
had the pink ‘stripe of doom’, which is what
they use to mark that they are heavy enough
to be eaten. Maya Riches

WE M A DE SO M E R A PESEED OI L BY CRUSHI N G
THE R APESEEDS. WE ALSO MADE SOME FLOUR
B Y G R I N D I N G A N D S I E V I N G W H E AT G R A I N S
W H I C H WA S R E A L LY F U N !
Hector Turner

Lower 1 Puppet Theatre
TIM BROOK AND DARCEY GIRLING
They say, if no instructions are given, that
your first puppet is a self portrait. I’m only
glad that most of Lower 1 had made a
puppet before!
The Puppet Theatre trip is at the start of the
school year and heralds the first large piece
of collaborative written work that Lower 1
do. The written work is based around the
puppets and forms a play script that the
children write and then turn into a show for
the class.
Here are the instructions
on how to make one:
We walked to the Puppet
Theatre and when we got
there we first of all got a
stick. Then we screwed
up newspaper to
make a head and
made a hole in the
newspaper where
we put the stick.
Next we wrapped
it up in any colour
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of tissue paper we liked. I chose green
because I made a witch. Then we were
given two cardboard tubes and made a
hole in the tubes. After this we got some
string and make some arms. Finally we
decorated to make the dress. My witch
was very beautiful.

Allocating rooms is always a fraught
process. Who will chat? Who will want to
sleep? Who is likely to bring a midnight
feast? Who might miss home? So, the
excited chatter, rather than groans that
greeted the announcements, held back
until our arrival, was reassuring.
Why do we return to Hilltop? The activities
are superbly run and adrenaline fuelled.
The centre’s motto ‘Challenge by Choice’
focuses the decision whether to take part
on the individual. The determination and
courage exhibited by the Lower 1s from
taking, in some cases, their first night away
from home, to working up to jump off an
eight-metre platform onto a massive cushion
of air is, as always, a joy to be part of.
After mountain biking, zip wire, assault
course, Air Drop, aerial walkways and the
ever-crazy Mad Hatters game we returned
to school in a different place from when
we left.

As I watched the dangling piano
keys, I carefully stepped out onto
the first one. Then I ran across to
the next bridge. I clipped myself on
then I felt like my heart had stopped
beating. Beth Stevens
On the Air Drop, I reached eight
metres high, and I was even scared
on five metres. I was so scared when
I was in mid-air, my heart was almost
dead, but it was amazing!
Freya McAllister
The first time I clipped onto the
strong harness on my front I
hesitated and then slipped and
fell and closed my eyes. But I flew
through the ice air. It was amazing.
Janis Loates
The Big Zipper was like a big steel
washing line hanging in mid-air. I flew
down it on a ‘snake’ which I coiled
around my waist. My friends were
loitering around hoping that their go
would come because it looked like
every one of us was petrified but so
excited to be having a go!
Zara Morgan
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Form 1
How Hill

Form 1 Castle Museum
SY LV I E H E W I T T

FORM 1 PUPIL SOUND BITES
I had a lovely time at How Hill.
My favourite activity was dyke dipping.
Nicholas Conway
My favourite part was thatching roofs with
reed and sedge. We didn’t actually put
sedge on but we did put reed on. To test it,
the instructor threw a bucket of water on the
thatching I had done with my group while we
went inside. We came out dry!
Brandon Camderman
We did so many things. We went on a nature
walk and did some dyke dipping. We also
went on a boat trip, dissected owl pellets,
did some thatching and built dens.
William Loveday
I played a game called ‘Hawks and
Blackbirds’ where the blackbirds have
to get blackberries and protect their
babies from the crows without getting
eaten by the hawks.
Billy Treavett

I L E A R N E D T H AT A R T
D O E S N ’ T A LWAY S
H AV E T O B E O N A
P I E C E O F PA P E R . I T
CAN BE MADE FROM
N AT U R E A R O U N D YO U
Jack Paterson
On our boat trip we spotted birds.
We were lucky because we saw four
kingfishers! Poppy Scott
I liked dyke dipping the most because we
found hundreds of invertebrates. Tom Irvine
My favourite thing was orienteering and it
made me tired. Dominic Walker

When we arrived at the castle, I looked up
at the building and thought how much fun
we were going to have. Our first activity
at the castle was hearing about what a
Celt’s life was like. We found out that their
days involved hunting, growing fruit and
veg, cooking, sewing, weaving, fishing
and a lot more! We got into groups and
acted out something that Celts did on a
daily routine and other people in our
class had to guess what we were doing.
My group showed everybody how they
would make clothes. We took off our
blazers and we pretended that we were
sewing or weaving them, while Darcy
and Floriana were hunting for animal skin.
Then we went to our second activity
which was looking at Roman artefacts.
We had to guess what they would be
used for. For example, they had replicas
of an ink tray and a golden pen, a little
horse on wheels for children to play with,
a strigil and roof tiles to join together.
We made torcs for our third activity, which

W E F O U N D O U T T H AT T H E I R DAY S
I N V O LV E D H U N T I N G , G R O W I N G F R U I T
A N D V E G , C O O K I N G , S E W I N G , W E AV I N G ,
FISHING AND A LOT MORE
are metal Celtic necklaces.
We used silver foil and strips of paper
to make them. Then we looked at
2000-year-old torcs in the museum – they
looked amazing! One of them was really
thick and I wondered how it would fit
around someone’s neck.
Then we looked at a video about
Boudicca and how she destroyed
Colchester, London and St. Albans.

and shield, and how a helmet would stop
your head from being cut off! We did
the tortoise battle formation, where the
shields were held around and over the
soldiers so that nobody could get hurt,
apart from their feet. When we practised
marching, we had to go with a soldier
and say “sin dex, sin dex”.
Then we went back to school and I was
sad that we did not stay for longer.

Finally we met a Roman soldier.
He showed us how he used his sword
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Form 1 Pensthorpe
FORM 1 PUPIL
SOUND BITES

O N W E D N E S DAY 2 1S T
J U NE, WE WEN T BY
COACH FRO M SCH O O L
TO PENSTHORPE
India-Rose Fox

Form 1 Green
Britain Centre

Pensthorpe Natural Park is 700 acres of
wildlife, gardens, adventure and indoor play.
It is a multiple winner of Norfolk’s best large
attraction. Harry Thomas

S TA C E Y M AY N A R D
AND FORM 1
SOUND BITES

It is a nature reserve where they help
rare birds. Rosie Pank
It is full of habitats like ponds and marshland
– and we had a fun time! Ben Griffiths
They have lakes, meadows and woodland
areas, so they can breed rare birds and
keep lots of water-birds. Chloe Holmes

M Y FAV O U R I T E
PA R T O F T H E T R I P
WA S F E E D I N G T H E
DU CKS, B ECAUSE IT
WA S N I C E T RY I N G
SOMETHING NEW

We had a lovely day – the weather was
beautiful and we saw lots of animals.
India-Rose Fox
Mr Worton gave us all food to feed the
ducks with. Torren Seed-Adams
We fed the ducks and the geese, and when
they pecked on your hand it tickled!
Rachel Dean
My favourite ducks were the small brown
ones that dive under water to get their food.
Ryan Gray
We went on a walk through the nature
reserve and saw lots of birds, especially
the cranes. Phoebe Cottrell
I really enjoyed going in the crane hide,
where we could watch safely.
Arthur Dannatt

Henry Lee

On the walk we saw a lot of meadows with
beautiful summer flowers. Rachel Dean
We saw big fields with tall flowers.
There were lots of butterflies and bees
flying around. Mirabelle Harden
My favourite animal was a frog. It was very
green and lived in the lake. Tristan Mackay
We saw lots of animals – and Mr Worton ate
a stinging nettle! William Faircloth

Cranes are huge and are quite scary,
because they just don’t move one bit.
Chloe Holmes

We all went to a little field and had a nice
picnic and after that we had an hour in the
playground. Tristan Mackay

We saw a crane, lots of pink flamingos and
other foreign birds who would soon be
released back into the wild. Caio Boyero

My class went to Hootz House, in which was
an indoor playground. I really enjoyed the
slides! Arthur Dannatt
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Hootz House was amazing and big
(a great place to play man-hunt!).
Torren Seed-Adams

In the Michaelmas term, Form 1 went
on a Geography field trip to the Green
Britain Centre. This trip helped to
complement Form 1’s work on global
warming and other environmental issues.
We took part in three activities; perhaps
the most exciting part was climbing the
many steps to the top of the wind turbine.
Once we reached the top of the 67m
tower, we could see for miles!
In another activity, the children were
asked to experiment with wind turbines
and change the number of blades to
generate the most electricity.
For the final task, children had to race
against time to sort the general waste
from the recyclable materials on a
conveyer belt game!

Next we went to Wild Rootz, an outdoor play
area. I really enjoyed the trip. Adit Raje
Wild Rootz was also quite good, with a
massive slide and great obstacle course.
Torren Seed-Adams
I had a brilliant time there. It was amazing!
Tristan Mackay
I am looking forward to going there again.
Ben Griffiths

M Y FAV O U R I T E
PA R T O F T H E
T R I P WA S C L I M B I N G
UP TO THE TOP OF
THE WIND TURBINE.
I ALSO FOUND THE
WIND TURBINE
ACTIVIT Y FUN!

My favourite thing to do while
at the Green Britain Centre was
climbing all the way to the top of
the wind turbine and looking down
at the fields below.
Floriana Harrod
I liked going to the top of the wind
turbine and looking down. I also
really enjoyed the sorting rubbish
competition. We had a limited
amount of time to sort the general
waste from the recyclable things.
Ciara Bethapudy
I liked it when we got to make
our own mini wind turbines and
we tried it with four, six and zero
blades in our turbine. We also
tried it with three, five and seven
blades. The four-blade turbine
worked best. I also liked going
to the top of the wind turbine
because I like being up high!
The cars looked tiny.
Billy Treavett
My favourite bit was making the
windmills which was fun because
it was a test to see who could
generate the most power and go
the quickest. It depended how
many blades you used!
Digby Tiffen
My favourite bit was going up the
wind turbine because it tests your
bravery with heights and it was
really fun to get to the top and see
really far! It took a long time to
reach the top!
Ansh Thakur

Dominic Walker
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Form 2
Kentwell Hall
FORM 2 PUPIL
SOUND BITES
Today we went to Kentwell Hall on the
school bus. It took 1 hour 30 minutes to get
there. We had to be at school very early.
We all dressed up as Tudor children and
it was really fun to see what everyone was
wearing. For example, boys wore cropped
trousers, long socks, baggy shirts and hats,
and girls wore long dresses and pinnies.
When we arrived we exchanged our money
into Tudor money. We found out that £3 was
worth a grout and £1 was worth 20 shillings.
First we went to a Tudor dressed man and
he had a massive gun, which he shot into
the air and lots of smoke came out from it
which was probably from the gunpowder.
After that we went and tried out some
Tudor dancing on the field outside the hall.
We walked over to the next place in the
field where a man was cooking carrots
and parsnips on a little campfire. Behind the
campfire were two ladies preparing food.
We headed into the kitchen inside the hall
where lots of ladies were cooking meat and
bread. We had a talk about the Hall itself
and the history, which was really interesting.
The ladies make all the clothing for the girls
and the ladies of the house. Everyone there
was acting like they lived in the Tudor times
so we got an idea of what life was like.
The best bit of my day was doing the
Tudor dancing which was really fun.
Sam Leeming

WE LEARNED ABOUT HOW THE
V I L L A G E P E A S A N T S T H O U G H T T H AT
T H E M E D I C I N E P E R S O N WA S M A G I C
( I T WA S A C T U A L LY S C I E N C E! )
Eleanor McGuire
My favourite part of Kentwell Hall was the
armour bit, because you got to learn about
what they wore in battle and how they
attacked the Spanish. I also liked it because
we got to try bits of armour on and feel what
it felt like when they were firing arrows at the
Spanish and then running away from them.
I could really imagine what it must have
been like fighting at that time.
The helmet was very uncomfortable and
narrow. It was also very heavy, much like the
armoured breast plate. This was extremely
strong because it had hundreds of small
steel plates underneath the cotton.
Alex Morgan
We went upstairs to a room full of herbs.
They were all made by a woman who
treated people using the herbs she grew.
She let us grind and chop up some different
herbs and then roll them in dough, let them
harden and make pills to treat the people
who worked there. I walked over to a table
where there were things like a dove’s wing
for cleaning and rats rolled in plants that
apparently were for checking if your baby
was alive! There were also other disgusting
things. Zach Baker

We learnt about how the village
peasants thought that the medicine
person was magic (it was actually
science!). The peasants didn’t know
about science because most of them
didn’t go to school. There were lots of
different coloured liquids in little bottles on
the table. The man who was showing us
around the room was a bearded man and
the baker said to us, “Don’t mess with him
because he is very tough and brave.”
The bearded man was holding purple
liquid in a bottle and poured some watery
stuff into it and it turned a turquoise colour.
Then he took the turquoise-coloured liquid
and poured some more watery liquid into
it, and it turned into a pinky-purple colour.
I’m not sure what the liquid was but it
looked like a clever thing to do.
There was another man in the room who
twitched his nose at us, so I twitched my
nose back at him, but I don’t think he
noticed. When we left the room we went
up some steep stairs. Some of the group
went on apace, but I went slowly as I was
holding up my kirtle. Eleanor McGuire

Form 2
Bridewell Museum
FRAN BRUGGER
As part of their topic of Settlement,
Form 2 visited the Museum of Norwich
(Bridewell) to find out about how our
fine city has developed over the past
200 years. From Caleys to Colmans,
Startrite to Aviva, they learnt about how
successful companies have shaped
the city we know today. It was a truly
fascinating and interactive trip, enjoyed
by the whole year group, which gave
inspiration for the Dragons’ Den projects.

Lower Norvicensian

My favourite part of the Holt Hall
trip was pond dipping because
we caught lots of interesting
things like water scorpions and
leeches, who endeavoured to get
away. We also caught many water
shrimps. We used nets to catch
them and a tray to take them
back to the classroom to observe
them. We used microscopes to
look closely at them and drew a
detailed, labelled drawing of the
pond life we had caught. I drew a
water scorpion. It has a leaf-like
back with fine lines going down
its front, a miniscule breathing
tube and wood-like pincers. It is a
predator so we had to keep it in a
separate pot away from the other
smaller pond life. I would like to
go pond dipping again to see
what else I can catch.
Edward
Tremelling
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Form 2 Holt Hall
FORM 2 PUPIL SOUND BITES
It was a 45-minute bus ride to Holt Hall but
it was worth it because when we got there,
we got to see the amazing building and
discover all of the rooms. The staff at Holt
Hall said that there was 70 acres of land
including a football pitch, a volleyball pitch,
lots of woodland, a climbing area and some
plastic drums.
Harry Mitchell
In the morning, just after breakfast, we did a
dorm tidiness check. Our dorm did a routine
with a song. It was ‘Can’t Stop the Feeling’
but we edited the lyrics. It was: ‘Don’t Stop
the Cleaning’! Just scrub, scrub, scrub!’
Swallow Dorm luckily won first place!
Swallow Dorm pupils

We took it in turns to use our nets in the
pond. We had three options:
1) Go to the right of the deck.
2) Go on the deck.
3) Go under the willow tree.
We used the net and made a figure of eight
to catch as many fish as possible. We came
back to the base and tipped the pond life
into some pots. We looked at the creatures
we caught. Some of my catch included:
• Water scorpion
• Leech
• Tadpoles
Isaac Betts

I enjoyed pond dipping because Rheo,
Edward and I found a very rare bug called a
water scorpion. If you put the end of a spoon
in, it would start biting it and trying to eat it.
At first we thought it had a long, dangerous
stinger, but we did some research in some
aquatic life books and discovered it was
actually a breathing tube that it kept above
water while breathing oxygen from above
the surface. Clever, isn’t it?

My favourite activity was going pond
dipping. I liked it very much because we
found various types of species, e.g. water
scorpions. First we did our dipping in one
area of the lake and then we went to a
better and larger area for more catches.
We caught a baby fish and two common
toad tadpoles. After that we went back to
the lab and looked at some of the animals
through a microscope. Then we had to write
down some information and draw a picture
up to scale (I did mine on the tadpole).

Jacob Stevenson

Dev Kamath

We were put in four groups and had to build
a shelter, and we got chosen for the best
shelter. Once we had finished that, the Holt
Hall staff showed us how to prepare the food.
We had to chop the apple up into little pieces
then wrap it up in tin foil. Then we went to
wash our hands and get the fish. First, you
chop the head and tail off. Second, you get
all of the guts out, and third, you take the
spine out and then you wrap it in tin foil. We
went to get wood to put on the fire. Once you
had done that, you put the wood that you
collected on the fire base. Then you get wool,
flint and steel and you make sparks onto the
wool. Then once it has lit, you put the food in
the fire. Once your food is ready, you eat it.
I found the fish the best and really thought I
was a proper survivalist. Ethan Ashton
We went into Holt town to study which
services and facilities were there and
what people thought about it. We asked
people questions about what they thought
of Holt and what they would change about it.
Lots of people wanted more food shops
and ice-cream parlours. Jemima Curtis
We went into Holt to investigate two questions
and to ask some people to complete a
questionnaire. We had to count traffic – I had

W E W E N T O R I E N T E E R I N G W H I C H WA S A B I T
L I K E A T R E A S U R E H U N T A PA R T F R O M T H E R E
WA S N O T R E A S U R E AT T H E E N D
Harry Bean
to count all the cars that came on this special
counter. For our next question, we had to go
around Holt and see if there were any toys
or clothes or food that children aged 9-11
would like. We found quite a few. When we
did the questionnaires, everybody we asked
had only been there because they were on
holiday and everybody said the shops
were quirky. Jessica Wright
That evening we toasted marshmallows
by the fire and did silly impressions of the
teachers. This was hilarious (especially
Chessy!) and it was great to see my teachers
laughing with the rest of us. We were all
shattered by the time we laid our heads on
the pillow and I couldn’t believe quite how
quickly the time had passed. I missed home,
but we were so busy that I hardly had time to
think about it. Berry Ward

We went orienteering which was a bit like
a treasure hunt apart from there was no
treasure at the end. We went out into the
woods, searching for posts using a map to
locate them. Each post had letters we had to
record and had a different amount of points.
At the end, we came back to where we
started and added up the points together to
see which pair had won. Harry Bean
The group I was in was with Georgia and
Jemima. We had 35 minutes to go around the
woods, finding the posts with numbers on.
On a piece of paper we had clues and how
many points each post was worth – the more
points it had, the harder it was to find. When
the time was up a whistle blew and we all
came back to the starting point.
Amie Hockley
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Beyond the Classroom

Form 3 Peak District Trip
FORM 3 PUPIL SOUND BITES
Coming from the flat lands of Norfolk,
having the opportunity to visit the Peak
District was amazing. To see and learn
about this contrasting landscape with all
of its wonderful natural features including
rivers, moors, dales, caverns and springs
was an unforgettable experience.
Imogen James
On our way we stopped off at Sherwood
Forest. Our first activity was finding out
how old some of the ancient oak trees were
using some simple measurements before
finally visiting the magnificent Major Oak.
Naraen Prabhakar
On the second day after an early start
and a delicious breakfast, we set off for
Dovedale valley. When we arrived we had
a long walk taking up most of the day. On
the walk we saw Reynard’s Arch, Ilam Rock
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and a ton of other exciting and interesting
things. Afterwards we were rewarded with a
delicious ice cream! Jemima Hill
I liked the Dove Hole caves because we
found out how they were formed thousands
of years ago when the glaciers melted.
The river would have been 20 metres
higher and when the water went round the
meander it crashed into the rock creating
the holes. Harvey Nkrumah
On Thursday we went to Treak Cliff Cavern,
the only cave in the world with Blue John
mineral. There was a pillar of Blue John
worth a million pounds! Charlotte Spicer
After lunch the whole of Form 3 were ready
for the ‘Mam Tor’ climbing challenge.
We all made it to the top and were very
proud of ourselves especially as it was

very windy. ‘Mam Tor’ is named so
because it is the mother of the other hills in
the Peak District and looks over them; the
view was amazing. I had such a wonderful
time. Finney Harrod
On the last day of our trip we visited the
‘Stepping Stones’ in Dovedale. All of our
group successfully made it over the 17
great big steps which cross the River Dove.
Across the other side we measured the flow
rate of the river. We did this by dropping
oranges off the Stepping Stones and timing
how long it took them to travel 10 metres.
We proved that the deeper the river the
faster the river flowed. Ben Gaskin

I L I K E D T H E D O V E H O L E C AV E S
B ECAUSE WE FO U N D O U T H OW
THEY WERE FORMED THOUSANDS
OF YE ARS AGO WHEN THE
G L A C I E R S M E LT E D
Harvey Nkrumah

I really enjoyed my trip to the Peak District
and I would recommend it to anyone!
Will Hopgood
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Form 3 Gressenhall
EMM A PA R SO N S

Form 3 Poppy Line
FORM 3 PUPIL SOUND BITES

The highlight of spending a day as a
World War Two evacuee was finding out
more about rationing. It was quite a shock
to discover how little food the evacuees
actually received, especially the ‘sweet’
stuff. For example, bacon, cheese, eggs,
meat, fats (butter and lard) and sugar were
all heavily rationed. The only things that you
could have an unlimited quantity of were
vegetables that you could grow yourself.
Ben Gaskin

During the Trinity term, all of Form 3 went
back in time to the Victorian era to visit
Gressenhall Workhouse and Museum.
All children came dressed for the day in
their flat caps and bonnets – they really did
look the part! Many children had also gone
that extra mile and came prepared with a
Victorian lunch, consisting of a variety of
items, including bread, cheese, pickled
onions, boiled eggs, shortbread and
fruit cake.
The children were able to experience many
hands-on activities, including helping ‘Aluss’
(a washer woman who spoke in a broad
Norfolk accent!) with her washing duties,
weeding the field on the farm and helping
with the shire horse, making drop scones in
the farmer’s house and even experiencing a
Victorian school lesson.
It was an excellent day in which the actors
brought the whole experience alive for the
children. This was a wonderful opportunity
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to link the learning we had completed in
the classroom with a real-life experience
of what it must have been like to live in
the Victorian times. The children found it
fascinating to experience the differences
between a normal lesson at school and a
Victorian lesson. The fact that they had a
very strict teacher armed with a cane and
were threatened with the ‘dunce’s hat’, as
well as learning by rote through using lots of
repetition, made many children feel thankful
for the education they currently receive!

by all and another excellent memory for the
Form 3 children to treasure of their time in
the Lower School.

I thoroughly enjoyed dressing up as an
evacuee with a name tag and gas mask
which made me feel like I was actually there,
living the experience. Getting on the train at
Sheringham and travelling to Holt in an oldfashioned steam train was amazing.
Finney Harrod

Mr Ploughwright certainly gave them a
shocking insight into what life was like inside
a Victorian Workhouse. He demonstrated
what it would be like to pick oakum (rope
pulling) all day long in complete silence –
a disheartening and relentless job for no
money or reward which would often end
with catching ‘Oakum Lung’.

My favourite part of this day was the
train journey. Oh, the sound of the great
machine chugging along! We had to walk
in single file, in a straight line, and boarded
the train, ladies going first. I was seated
by the window, next to my best friend
Nancy Hill (Jemima Hill), along with two
other good friends. Sitting by the window
was extraordinary! There were all sorts of
bewildering sights; the sea, horses working
away in a field… it was magnificent. At one
point Mr Perry and the warden found out
there was an unexploded bomb and they
told us – no, shouted at us! – to put our
heads on the tables and cover our ears.
It was very true to life and exciting for us to
experience. Padme Smith

All in all, it was a day full of learning
opportunities which was thoroughly enjoyed

My favourite part of the evacuee trip was
looking round the lady’s house because it

was just like the houses they would have
had in World War Two. I was asked to clean
the windows to help earn my keep! In their
house, I noticed that there was a chamber
pot under the bed which they used as a
toilet because in those days they didn’t have
toilets inside. Some of us were even asked
to empty the pot! Spencer Gray
Suddenly the air raid siren went off
which is what they would use to warn
people that bombing was going to happen.
The instructors there told us to put our
heads to the floor and cover our ears. A few
seconds after we were all in the position, we
heard the sound of bombs coming closer.
Although we all knew it was fake, it was a
little scary but it must have been so scary
for a real evacuee child.

overhead must have been so incredibly
frightening. Dorothy must have been so
scared wondering if she would see another
day and also lonely without her parents
who were left behind in the danger zone
of Bethnal Green, London. Despite the
excitement of being evacuated to peaceful
North Norfolk, being parted from her
parents in such a situation must have been
unbearable. Today’s experience really made
me think about how the events of World
War Two changed our lives and how I must
always remember and appreciate what
people went through.
Imogen James

Sophia Carter
We made our own sandwiches using
rationed ingredients. SPAM (!), cheese,
chutney, marmite, jam and butter. We were
only allowed a limited amount of each.
We also had carrot and cabbage which
were not rationed. The only ingredients I
didn’t have were chutney, jam and cabbage.
It was a yummy sandwich and the lady told
us all about why food was rationed during
the war. Josh Nirmal
Not only did I learn a lot about the planes
and their action, I also kept imagining what
life was like for Dorothy Reed during the
World War Two air raids. I can’t even begin
to imagine how she felt when she heard
the shrill, piercing scream of an air raid
siren, knowing that enemy planes were
about to drop bombs. To hear them droning
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Form 3 French Trip
FORM 3 PUPIL SOUND BITES

This year’s French trip has been an
amazing experience. There was so much
to do! We went to a chocolate factory, a
croissant making place, a market and at
the place we were staying there was a
talent show and a disco which included
Mr Parsons doing the worm. Amelie Duez
We travelled by coach and went on
the Euro Tunnel but I was asleep for most
of the journey. We stayed in a chateau in
St Omer, which was really nice and the
people there were really friendly, and best of
all there was a football pitch at the chateau
which we played on in our spare time.
Luie Valentine
On the first night we all took part in an
‘Egg Drop’. We got into groups and had
to use lots of material to protect an egg
from breaking when dropped from a great
height. To protect the egg we had a shower
cap, tooth pick, glove, plastic bag, string
and a cup. After everyone was ready the
two guides, Holly and James, dropped the
eggs from the top of the stairs. Most of the
boys’ parachutes came off and the egg
fell, splatting to the ground. Then the finals
came. Two people in each group had to the
throw the egg back and forth. Once caught,
they took a step back. Evie and Amelie were
doing it for our group. They did very well but
unfortunately dropped it before the other
group. Maddie Hallam
We all woke up looking forward to the
exciting day ahead. We rushed downstairs
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to breakfast and stuffed our faces with
pastries, cereal and hot chocolate. All of us
prepared our sandwiches for lunch.
Kit Scott
On the first day in France we went to Arras
market where there were so many great
things to buy. There was one shop which
was selling mp3 players and headphones
for great prices. It was also selling hover
boards, selfie sticks and other great
gadgets. From that stall I bought a Tony
Hawk skateboard which was very small.
Kindly, Mr Hedges bought my whole group
a honey lollypop which was delicious – so
delicious that I bought another one. It
was an amazing market in Arras and the
experience was great. Charles King
After our arrival, the next day we went to a
historic, typical French market. We were split
up into groups and went exploring! There
were loads of stalls! It kind of reminded me
of the Christmas Fair back at school, but
outside and in France. In total I spent €20
on sunglasses, a watch and a necklace.
I was also considering a cowgirl hat! We then
drove around to see some interesting things
such as the amazing Vimy Ridge Memorial, a
war cemetery and a V2 rocket bunker.
Beatrice Lockhart-Smith
Most of us tried snails, but some of us didn’t
fancy it too much. Then we all got ready for
the disco – some people came in onesies.
Some of the teachers showed us their
moves on the dance floor… Kit Scott

On the second night there was the
disco which was really fun (some of the
teachers even tried breakdancing!!!) We got
to request songs and someone even put
Bob the Builder on the request list and it got
put on! We all ate loads of sweets that night.
Antonia Williamson
The next day we went to Nausicaa, a sea
life centre. In our groups we set out to
discover the mysteries of the sea. At one
point there was a sea lion show. The sea
lions performed tricks for us! We also
got to see turtles, sharks, crocodiles and
penguins! I had loads of fun!
Beatrice Lockhart-Smith
My favourite part was Nausicaa, the
sea life centre. There were loads of
different animals. From sharks to crocodiles!
One of the sharks had a tooth hanging out!
We didn’t have enough time to go to the
reptiles (my favourite type of animal) but
we got to see the seal show!
Kyden Seed-Adams
My favourite part of the trip was when we
went to Nausicaa. Nausicaa is a massive
national sea life centre in Boulogne. I was
in Mr Hedge’s group. It was amazing – we
got to see sharks and crocodiles and eels
and penguins and sea lions. It was great
because at the end we went to a gift shop
with overly priced cuddly toys. And our
group went to a mini cinema which was
really cool. After that we had an ice cream
on the beach. Max Blaxell

Later, we had our ice creams and played
on the beach then travelled to Calais to a
chocolate shop where we made our own
chocolate bar and bought lots of sweets
and chocolate. Kit Scott
I think that if you ask most of us we’ll say
that the chocolate factory was the best.
As the lady showed us the hot, gooey, runny
chocolate everyone fell silent. For once it
was quiet; it was a miracle nobody started
to eat the chocolate. We were allowed to
write our name on a chocolate bar with
white, hot, gooey chocolate and decorated
it with Smarties. It was very satisfying
going around the shop and spending
all our pocket money just on chocolate.
Occasionally some people did buy
something for their mum, dad or friend.
Evie Hayward
The chocolate factory was legit. It was
so cheap. I spent €10 on sweets and
chocolate, and had a bagful!
Kyden Seed-Adams
The third night was the talent show.
That was really fun. There were loads of
different acts, from synchronised dancing
by Tilly and Claudia, to a comedy show
where Mr Parsons got his hair done! Livi and
I won, singing Count on Me by Bruno Mars.
Antonia Williamson

What I loved a lot was the talent show.
There were a lot of weird and wonderful acts
performed, including singing, impressions,

comedy and slapstick! The act I performed
in was a comedy act with teddies. It was
about a beauty salon. (We gelled up Mr
Parsons’ hair a lot! We could see extra gel
in his hair the next morning. He admitted he
had tried to get his hair back to normal. I am
hurt! The hair did look good though!)
Hugo Dimoglou
Overall my favourite part was the ‘talent
show’ which sadly my group didn’t come
close to winning (you’ll see why later). The
winners were Antonia and Livi. Their act
was singing a duet twice – different each
time. My act with Ben and Max was terrible
because we all messed up on purpose in
the ‘mugging’ part, but still it was fun!
Roo Sergent
I really enjoyed the talent show and the
market as well as Nausicaa. The chocolate
factory and bakery were also great fun.
At the bakery there was a scary man who
hit the table with a stick. In the talent show
my friends and I sang a song and did
some choreography. It was a great trip!
Hal Major
My favourite part of the trip was when we
went to the bakery on the last day and met
a really scary man who got us to learn some
French words and if we said them wrong he
would hit his rolling pin on the table to make
us scared! Luckily at the end we all got a
croissant which tasted so good. But that
just could have been because I was hungry.
Luie Valentine

T H E R E WA S A
TA L E N T S H O W A N D
A DISCO WHICH
INCLUDED MR
PA R S O N S D O I N G
THE WORM
Amelie Duez
The French trip this year has been so
amazingly fun!!! After the long, fun and
packed full days of the trip we had evening
activities after dinner. We were rather tired
after going to a chocolate factory, having fun
on the beach, going to Nausicaa, stopping
by a bakery, going to a market and lots of
other things but we all found some energy
after eating snails and éclairs for dinner!
The nice guides set up the activities.
We had egg dropping, a disco and a
talent show!!! Jemima Gotto
The French trip was the biggest trip we went
on this year. I really liked the trip. There were
so many activities to join in with!
Arlo Brown
The French trip this year has been an
unforgettable experience. I enjoyed every
part and I’m sure everyone else did too.
Maddie Hallam
Out of all the trips I have been to in the
Lower School the French trip has been
the best. Evie Hayward
Overall, I think the trip will be my most fun
experience for years to come.
Hugo Dimoglou
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Form 3
Tate Modern
GILLIAN WRIGHT
AND FORM 3 PUPIL
SOUND BITES
In the Lent term, all of Form 3 made the
journey to London to experience modern
art first hand. It was a chance for them
to investigate many different styles of art,
including surrealism, an area they would
be looking at during the year ahead. The
initial reaction to Tate Modern was one of
scepticism. The statement “Is that really
art?” was heard often. However, as the
day progressed I saw an interest and
enjoyment of the artwork develop and a
growing appreciation for the weird and
wonderful work on display. An enjoyable
day was had by all.

Beyond the Classroom

I S AW A N I N T E R E S T
A N D E N J OY M E N T O F T H E
ART WORK DEVELOP AND A
G R O W I N G A P P R E C I AT I O N F O R
THE WEIRD AND WONDERFUL
W O R K O N D I S P L AY
Gillian Wright

We have enjoyed seeing different
styles of art. Some of the art was very
interesting and different to many others.
Although some were simple and looked
very easy to do, we enjoyed our trip.
Izzy Kirby and Charlotte Spicer
Tate Modern was both interesting
and odd. My favourite gallery theme was
optical illusions. My favourite painting
was ‘Waterlilies’, by Monet. The trip
was amazing.
Sophia Colman
The art was very good and there were
lots of different pieces that we didn’t
even know were art.
Spencer Gray and Harvey Nkrumah

W E E N J OY E D
THE CL ASSIC ART
AND HOW THEY
TRANSFORMED ONE
THING INTO ANOTHER.
W E T H O U G H T T H AT
SOME OF THE
M AT E R I A L S T H AT
WERE USED WERE
A BIT DIFFERENT
AND STRANGE
Verity Youngs and Emily Clarke
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Beyond the Classroom

Thalatta Summer Voyage
PUPIL CREW
Port team: Ewan, Spencer,
Antonia, Sophia, Livi & Ms Smith.
Starboard team: India, Tilly,
Jemima, Henry, James & Mr Worton.
Monday: We sailed ‘Thalatta’ from
Ipswich to Felixtowe. She’s a huge
111-year old Thames barge. Steering
the massive wheel is so much fun!
We watched gigantic container ships
unloading. Chops for tea (lovely!) then
into our hammocks – yay!
Tuesday: Had to wind the anchor up
before breakfast. Really tiring! Everyone
helped to pull ropes to hoist the big red
sails. It was interesting sailing up the River
Ore, past the bomb-testing site. We went
in the little boats to Aldeburgh for a swim
and it was lovely! Mr Worton bought
us all ice-creams.
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Wednesday: We sailed back to Orford
for a walk. We found a baby grass snake
which Mr Worton picked up. I’ve never
stroked one before. I had fun rolling down
the hills at the Castle. This afternoon we
walked over Orford Ness spit for a paddle.
I got my clothes soaked but it was fun!

B E A U T I F U L M O R N I N G , WAT E R
LIKE A MIRROR. WE DID SOME
CRABBING WITH A BIG NET
A ND I PI CK ED UP LOTS!
Pupil Crew

Thursday: It was really sunny today.
We got all the sails up and tacked, which
was great. The ship leant right over! Mr
Worton taught us how to tie all sorts of
knots. I can now do a monkey’s fist! We
had a swim in Walton Backwaters then
went in the boats to see lots of seals on
the mud. Amazing sunset tonight.
Friday: Last day! Beautiful morning, water
like a mirror. We did some crabbing with
a big net and I picked up lots! We sailed
back home and scrubbed the deck.
I helped to sweep downstairs and clean
the toilet! Almost back in Ipswich.
The week has been so much fun!
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Left: Jemima Gotto

Below: Luie Valentine

SPORTS
OVERVIEW
R E A D B Y J O S H N I R M A L O N S P E E C H D AY

In sport, we have seen record numbers of
pupils representing the school and we have
fielded 64 teams in 10 different sports. As
well as major sports, we have also put out
teams in cross country, tennis, athletics,
swimming and skiing. Team sports are a
highlight for the majority of our pupils in
any term. Of course, we all like to win, but
most of us just enjoy the chance to play
sport for the school! Early on in the year,
we were all lucky enough to be visited by
Shona McCallin, one of the Olympic Hockey
Gold medallists from Rio. She gave an
inspirational talk on commitment and also
brought in her gold medal. She then gave a
coaching master class.
In boys sport, there has been a record
number of fixtures played across our three
major sports of rugby, hockey and cricket.
We also hosted our own Under 10 Rugby
Festival, which was a great
success with our team finishing
third, and the Under 10B team
enjoyed a long unbeaten
season. In hockey, the Under
11 team beat Gresham’s 3-0,
which was our first win there in
many years. The cricket season
saw our teams win the
majority of their games,
including victory in the
Orwell Park 6-a-side
tournament in the
first year we have
entered it.
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Left: Harry Thomas

In girls sport, we have seen some fantastic
success. Every girl has been able to play
for the school. The Under 11A team won the
Netball Shield in our own tournament and
the Under 9 Hockey Team won the Beeston
Hall tournament. All the girls have enjoyed
the chance to play in cricket fixtures and as
the season has gone on, they have begun to
win matches against other schools. Learning
fielding positions has been interesting and
one asked me “are there really fielding
names such as silly mid on and long leg?”!
Our Under 8 and 9 teams made their first
steps into competitive sport, winning most of
their matches and always playing positively
with lots of parental support.
We have also had a busy time in other
sports. The cross country season again
brought lots of success, with victories at
Saint Felix and our best ever showing in
our own event, where over 200 runners
took part. Maddie Hallam was a standout
performer in a number of these races and
our Under 11 boys team also put together a
series of fine victories.
Our Ski Teams continued their spectacular
success and both teams won the Eastern
Region Titles. Overall, Norwich School was
the most successful school in the East.
The Under 9 Football Team had a great day
out at Carrow Road and enjoyed a run of
victories to take them to the final where they
narrowly lost out. Our Form 1 athletes also
gave a great account of themselves at the
UEA where we recorded four wins and 10

T H A N K YO U T O T H E
TE AM MANAGERS
WHOSE ENTHUSIASM
F O R U S T O P L AY S P O R T
I S A K E Y FA C T O R I N
OUR SUCCESS

RUGBY

podium finishers. Our regular
success in chess continued with our
best players making it through to the
UK Megafinal as well as coming second
in the County Tournament.
Some of our players have been
selected to represent the county or
higher: James Woodhead, Lawrence
Williams, Harry Thomas in cricket, Naraen
Prabhakar in badminton, Jemima Gotto in
sailing, Jasmine Sergeant in roller skating
and Luie Valentine has been competing in
international tennis tournaments.
Representing the school remains an
important aim for most pupils each term and
is something we all gain huge pleasure from.
Well done to all those who took such pride in
playing for the school and thank you to the
parents for their wholehearted support, but
most of all thank you to the team managers
whose enthusiasm for us to play sport is a
key factor in our success.
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U11 Boys Rugby A
Aidan Pitcher, Ben Gaskin, Finn Pond,
Harvey Nkrumah, Naraen Prabhakar,
Spencer Gray, Kit Scott, Luie Valentine,
Max Blaxell, Nathan Pitcher,
Arthur Turner, Ethan Long

U11 Boys Rugby C
Will Hopgood, Ben Pegge, Charles King,
Hal Major, Hugo Dimoglou, Rayyan
Kashif, Rufus Sergent, Chester Dimoglou,
Jonathan Smith, William Felton

U11A

U10 Boys Rugby A

Rugby Report

U10 Rugby 3rd Place

READ BY CHRISTIAN (KIT ) SCOT T
I N M I C H A E L M A S F I N A L A S S E M B LY
I am happy to report that this year
has been a successful season for
Lower School rugby.
We have managed to get 13 sides out
playing a total of 44 matches. This has
included fixtures for Under 11Cs, 10Cs,
9Cs and Ds.
I am pleased to see that 29 matches
were won, 4 drawn and only 11 were lost,
resulting in an overall 66% win ratio.
As a collective we have played a great
deal of attacking rugby amassing a total
of 2,250 points, which is 450 tries! We
have combined our attacking rugby with
a stifling defence conceding only 1,045
points, just 209 tries.
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We had a number of pleasing results,
including Under 11As beating Town Close
70-0, Under 10Bs beating Langley Prep
45-20, Under 10As coming 3rd at the
Norwich School Festival, Under 10Bs
beating Langley Prep 45-25, Under 9As
beating Gresham’s 50-5, Under 9Bs
beating Town Close 65-55 and the
Under 8As beating Gresham’s 50-35.
A number of great results at Under 10, 9
and 8 means that the future is bright for
Lower School rugby and I look forward to
hearing how next season goes.
Finally, my thanks to coaches, ground staff
and parents for their support this season.

Dev Kamath, Edward Alston,
Lawrence Williams, Edward Tremelling,
Ethan Ashton, Charlie Clover,
Christopher Doylend, Daniel Neville,
Deeran Jeyapragash, George Wilson

U9 Boys Rugby A and B
Nicholas Conway, Thomas Irvine,
William Loveday, Arthur Dannatt,
Ben Griffiths, Henry Lee, Rudy Amis,
Ryan Gray, Torren Seed-Adams,
Will Faircloth, Jack Paterson, Max Stone,
Oscar Butler, Archie Williams,
Gene Challinor, Harry Thomas

U11 Boys Rugby B
Finney Harrod, Joshua Nirmal,
Ralph Pye, Zak Jones, Arlo Brown,
Kyden Seed-Adams, Daniel Conway,
Edoardo Moretti-Miles, Henry Jenkinson,
James Woodhead, Jasper Bird

U11 Rugby 7s
Aidan Pitcher, Ben Gaskin, Finn Pond,
Harvey Nkrumah, Naraen Prabhakar,
Spencer Gray, Kit Scott, Max Blaxell,
Nathan Pitcher, Arthur Turner,
Henry Jenkinson

U10 Boys Rugby B and C
Felix Bartram, Noah Rastrick, Sam
Leeming, Harry Mitchell, Jack Garner,
Ben Hawes, Sam O’Shea, Atticus
Hitchings, Billy Francis, Hector Lerner,
Sam Hosking, Isaac Betts, Rheo Shaikh,
Ryan Roberts, Alex Lamb, Nathan
Birchenough, Zach Baker

U9 Boys Rugby C and D
Ansh Thakur, Brandon Camderman, Digby
Tiffen, Dominic Walker, Lucas Peacock,
Ralph Leftley, William Clarke, Adit Raje,
Tristan Mackay, Tristan McCardel, Billy
Treavett, Ernest Howes, Caio Boyero,
Rikin Rajesh Kumar

U8 Boys Rugby
Ben Chojnowski, Benji Stevenson,
Freddie Dannatt, Jack Foreman,
James Pendleton, Rayyan Mirza,
Samuel Byrne, Sanjit Alanoor,
Edward Lott, George Willis, Hector Turner,
Is-haaq Karim-Uddin, Thomas Lodge

Most Improved:
Maximillian Blaxell
Iron Man:
Aidan Pitcher
Most Outstanding Player:
Christian (Kit) Scott
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Date

Opposition

Sport

Location

Result

U11A

Score

POTG

Ironman

Captain

23.9.16

Gresham’s

Away

Lost

5-30

Naraen Prabhakar

Kit Scott

Kit Scott

30.9.16

Langley Prep

Away

Won

30-15

Arthur Turner

Spencer Gray

Kit Scott

14.10.16

Town Close

Away

Won

70-0

Finn Pond

Naraen Prabhakar

Arthur Turner

16.11.16

Langley Prep

Away

Lost

20-35

Kit Scott

Luie Valentine

Ben Gaskin

26.11.16

Gresham’s

Home

Lost

20-40

Harvey Nkrumah

Luie Valentine

2.12.16

Beeston Hall

Away

Won

40-20

Max Blaxell

Henry Jenkinson

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U11B

Score

POTG

Ironman

Date

Captain

23.9.16

Gresham’s

Away

Lost

5-30

Max Blaxell

Henry Jenkinson

Finn Pond

Langley Prep

Away

Won

40-5

Max Blaxell

Finney Harrod

Finn Pond

14.10.16

Town Close

Away

Won

65-15

Finney Harrod

Henry Jenkinson

Henry Jenkinson

Date

9.12.16
9.12.16

Date

Langley Prep

Opposition

Glebe House
Saint Felix

Opposition

Away

Location

Away
Away

Location

Lost

45-20

Finney Harrod

U11 Combined

Result

Won
Won

Result

Score

45-25
90-5

POTG

Arthur Turner
Luie Valentine

U10A

Score

POTG

Arlo Brown

Ironman

Zak Jones

Finney Harrod

Captain

Naraen Prabhakar

Aiden Pitcher

Ironman

14.10.16

11.10.16

30.9.16
16.11.16

Date

Opposition

Town Close

Opposition

Town Close

Location

Away

Location

Home

Gresham’s

Away

Won

35-15

Lawrence Williams

Daniel Neville

Charlie Clover

30.9.16

Langley Prep

Away

Won

15-10

Ethan Ashton

Daniel Neville

Charlie Clover

14.10.16

Town Close

Away

Won

35-15

Ethan Ashton

Chris Doylend

Lawrence Williams

11.11.16

15-0

Finborough
School

Lost

0-10

Saint Felix

Home

Beeston Hall
Gresham’s

Lost

0-20

Won

20-10

Edward Alston

Ethan Ashton

Various

Dev Kamath

Lawrence Williams

Won

10-0

Langley Prep

Away

Lost

40-50

Lawrence Williams

26.11.16

Gresham’s

Home

Lost

35-50

Deeran Jeyapragash Chris Doylend

2.12.16

Beeston Hall

Away

Won

35-5

Noah Rastrick

9.12.16

Saint Felix

Away

Lost

10-20

Deeran Jeyapragash Lawrence Williams

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U10B

Score

POTG

Chris Doylend

Ironman

23.9.16

Gresham’s

Away

Won

50-20

Sam Leeming

Sam O’Shea

George Wilson

Langley Prep

Away

Won

35-20

George Wilson

Noah Rastrick

George Wilson

14.10.16

Town Close

Away

Drew

20-20

Deeran Jeyapragash George Wilson

Noah Rastrick

16.11.16

Langley Prep

Away

Won

45-25

Team Award

Jack Garner

Deeran Jeyapragash

26.11.16

Gresham’s

Home

Won

Sam Leeming

Noah Rastrick

Score

40-45

POTG

Nicholas Conway

Sam Hosking

Ironman

Ben Griffiths

Town Close

Away

Drew

35-35

Rudy Amis

Arthur Dannatt

Gresham’s

Away

Won

40-5

Ryan Gray

Arthur Dannatt

30.11.16

Gresham’s

Home

Won

50-5

Torren Seed-Adams William Loveday

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U9B

Score

POTG

Ironman

11.10.16

Town Close

Home

Lost

55-60

Henry Lee

Gene Challinor

18.10.16

Town Close

Away

Won

65-55

Gene Challinor

Thomas Irvine

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U9C

Score

POTG

Ironman

11.10.16

Town Close

Home

Won

45-35

Tristan Mackay

Dominic Walker

18.10.16

Town Close

Away

Won

45-40

Oscar Butler

Brandon
Camderman

Date

18.10.16

Opposition

Town Close

Location

Away

Opposition

Location

Result

Won

U9D

Result

9.12.16

Glebe House

Away

Won

Saint Felix

Away

Won

Date

Opposition

Location

Score

65-25

POTG

Ansh Thakur

U9 Combined

9.12.16

Result

Score

75-50

POTG

Torren Seed-Adams

U8A

Score

POTG

21.11.16

Gresham’s

Away

Won

50-35

Is-haaq KarimUddin

30.11.16

Gresham’s

Home

Drew

50-50

Is-haaq KarimUddin

Date

30.11.16

Played
44
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U9A

U8B

Captain

30.9.16

Billy Francis

Ironman

18.10.16

Date

16.11.16

Result

Lost

30-15

POTG

21.11.16

Under 10 Norwich School Festival – Overall 3rd place
Won

Won

Score

Captain

23.9.16

Town Close
School

Result

U10C

Opposition

Location

Gresham’s

Home

Won

Lost

29

11

Result

Drew

Score

50-50

Drawn
4

POTG

Benjamin
Stevenson
For

2,250 (450 tries)

Captain

Sam Hosking

Captain

Ryan Gray
William Faircloth
William Faircloth

Captain

Thomas Irvine

Captain

Thomas Irvine

Ironman

Captain

Ironman

Captain

Rikin Rajesh Kumar

Ironman

Jack Foreman

Oscar Butler

Captain

Jack Foreman
Is-haaq KarimUddin

Ironman

Sam Byrne

Against

1,045 (209 tries)

Captain

Is-haaq KarimUddin
% Win
66
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BOYS
HOCKEY

Boys Hockey
READ BY FINN POND IN
L E N T F I N A L A S S E M B LY
It has been a great term of hockey this year
and despite freezing temperatures and
cancelled trainings, the improvement within
the school has been one of the best yet.
Despite not having any Under 8 fixtures,
the youngest members of the school have
come on leaps and bounds over the last
3 months. We are all really excited to see
them next year in their first fixtures.
The Under 9s love scoring goals! Some great
wins, including scoring 5 against Gresham’s,
shows how talented these guys are. Their
skill level is advanced, their competitiveness
is fantastic, and they are also a really
coachable and fun group of boys.
Our Under 11Cs and Under 11Ds showed
that we have real depth in our teams as
they played some lovely hockey, winning a
number of games. A highlight was the huge
9-1 win against Beeston Hall.
Our Under 11Bs were also excellent and
they recorded some great wins, including
Town Close and Beeston Hall. As a number
of these were Under 10s, we are extremely
confident that these pupils will perform well
next year as Under 11s.
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U11 Boys Hockey A

After a difficult opening tournament, the
Under 11As went from strength to strength,
beating our main rivals, including a 2-0 win
over Gresham’s which showed just how
talented this group of boys is. They played
really attacking hockey and their skill level
is very advanced for an Under 11 team.
All of the boys were comfortable using 3D,
reverse stick hitting and even running with
the ball one-handed.
Well done to all the boys who represented
the school!
Finally, thank you to all the coaches, staff and
parents who helped and supported so well.
Most Improved Player:
Benjamin Gaskin
Most Outstanding Player:
Ludovic Valentine
Players’ Player: U11A Finnian Pond;
U11B Lawrence Williams;
U11C Benjamin Hawes;
U11D Felix Bartram; U11E Arlo Brown;
U9A Benjamin Griffiths;
U9B Torren Seed-Adams

Ben Gaskin, Finney Harrod, Finn
Pond (GK), Harvey Nkrumah, Naraen
Prabhakar, Will Hopgood, Kit Scott, Luie
Valentine, Max Blaxell, Arthur Turner,
Ethan Long(GK), Lawrence Williams

U11 Boys Hockey B
Aidan Pitcher, Josh Nirmal, Spencer
Gray, Nathan Pitcher, Edoardo MorettiMiles, Ethan Long (GK), Sam Leeming,
Ethan Ashton, Jack Garner, Ben Hawes,
Daniel Neville, Deeran Jeyapragash,
George Wilson

U11 Boys Hockey C and D
Alex Walker, Ralph Pye, Charles King,
Kyden Seed-Adams, Rufus Sergent,
Henry Jenkinson, James Woodhead
(GK), Stanley Glenn, Noah Rastrick,
Zak Jones, Zach Baker, Charlie Clover

U11 Boys Hockey E and F
Arlo Brown, Ben Pegge, Hugo Dimoglou,
Chester Dimoglou, Dylan Parsons,
Jasper Bird, Jonathan Smith, Finlay
Hitchings, Alex Ivory, James Woodhead
(GK), Sam Hosking, Sam O’Shea,
Zach Baker, Chris Doylend
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Sport

U11A

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U11A

Score

POTG

4.2.17

Beeston Hall

Away

Won

2-0

Ben Gaskin and Kit Scott

3.3.17

Gresham’s

Home

Won

3-0

Kit Scott

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U11B

Score

POTG

Captain

Kit Scott

Captain

4.2.17

Beeston Hall

Away

Won

3-0

Lawrence Williams

Finney Harrod

24.2.17

Town Close

Away

Won

2-1

Ethan Long

Will Hopgood

3.3.17

Gresham’s

Home

Lost

3-2

Daniel Neville

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U11C

Score

POTG

U9A

U9 Boys Hockey A
Captain

4.2.17

Beeston Hall

Away

Won

9-1

Stanley Glenn

Stanley Glenn

24.2.17

Town Close

Away

Lost

0-1

Finney Harrod

Ben Hawes

3.3.17

Gresham’s

Home

Lost

1-0

James Woodhead

8.3.17

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall

Away

Won

3-2

Ethan Long

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U11D

Score

POTG

24.2.17

Town Close

Away

Drew

2-2

Henry Jenkinson

3.3.17

Gresham’s

Home

Lost

1-0

Spencer Gary

8.3.17

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall

Away

Drew

1-1

Noah Rastrick

Date

Opposition

Location

Result

U11E

Score

POTG

24.2.17

Town Close

Away

Won

2-1

Charlie Clover

3.3.17

Gresham’s

Away

Drew

2-2

Felix Bartram

Date

3.3.17
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Opposition

Gresham’s

Location

Away

Result

Won

U11F

Score

1-0

POTG

Zach Baker

Max Stone, Thomas Irvine,
William Loveday, Arthur Dannatt (GK),
Harry Thomas, Ryan Gray, Will Faircloth,
Ben Griffiths

Date

Captain

Felix Bartram

Dominic Walker, Jack Paterson,
Archie Wilkins, Gene Challinor (GK),
Henry Lee, Rudy Amis,
Torren Seed-Adams

Brandon Camderman, Lucas Peacock,
Nicholas Conway, Oscar Butler,
William Clarke, Tristan Mackay,
Tristan McCardel, Arthur Dannatt (GK)

U9A

Beeston Hall

Opposition

Location

Result

Score
9-0

Ben Griffiths

POTG

Captain

3.3.17

Gresham’s

Away

Won

5-4

Tom Irvine

Arthur Dannatt

14.3.17

Town Close

Away

Won

3-1

Ryan Gray

William Loveday

Away

Won

Ryan Gray

U9B

3.3.17

Gresham’s

Opposition

Location

Result

Score
1-0

Dominic Walker

POTG

Captain

14.3.17

Town Close

Away

Drew

2-2

Torren Seed-Adams

Rudy Amis

Away

Lost

Date

14.3.17
Played
20

Opposition

Town Close
Won
11

Location
Away

Lost
4

Result
Drew

Score
1-1

Drawn
5

Arthur Dannatt

U9C

Jonathan Smith

Captain

U9 Boys Hockey C

4.2.17

Date

Captain

U9 Boys Hockey B

POTG

Captain

Oscar Butler
For
55

Archie Wilkins
Against
20

% Win
55
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U11A

Date

U11B

U11A

28.4.17

Opposition

Saint Felix

Location

Result

Score

10.6.17

Gresham’s

Away

Lost

Lower School

10.6.17

Orwell Park
6-a-side

Away

Won

Away

Won by
105 runs

Lower School 147-1
(25 overs)
(J Woodhead 52*)

POTG

Captain

James Woodhead

James Woodhead

POTG

Captain

Jack Garner

Ethan Long

POTG

Captain

Saint Felix 42 all out
Gresham’s

15.6.17

Town Close

Home

Lost

Beeston Hall

Away

Won

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall

Away

Lost

Lower School 147
Beeston Hall 96

23.6.17

BOYS
CRICKET

Date

10.6.17

23.6.17

Opposition

Gresham’s

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall

Lower School 110
Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall 111

Location
Away

Away

Result

Lost
by 4
wickets
Won

U11B

Score

Lower School 110-6
Gresham’s 42 all out
Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall 128

Jonathan Smith
and Stanley Glenn

Lower School 130

Date

28.4.17
23.6.17

Opposition

Orwell Park

Town Close

Location
Home
Away

Result

Won by
90 runs
Lost

U11C

Score

Orwell Park 260

Sam Leeming

Sam Leeming

Lower School 350
Lower School 100
Town Close 103
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U11 Boys Cricket A

U11 Boys Cricket B

U11 Boys Cricket CD

Ben Gaskin, Finn Pond, Harvey Nkrumah,
Josh Nirmal, Naraen Prabhakar, Luie
Valentine, Max Blaxell, Arthur Turner,
James Addison, James Woodhead,
Lawrence Williams, Harry Thomas

Finney Harrod, Ralph Pye, Spencer
Gray, Will Hopgood, Kyden SeedAdams, Edoardo Moretti-Miles, Ethan
Long, Henry Jenkinson, Jonathan Smith,
Stanley Glenn

Alex Walker, Daniel Conway, Finlay
Hitchings, Zak Jones, Arlo Brown,
Ben Pegge, Charles King, Hal Major,
Rayyan Kashif, Alex Ivory, Jasper
Bird, Sam Hosking, Sam Leeming,
Ethan Ashton, Jack Garner, Arjun Roy,
Ben Hawes, George Wilson, Deeran
Jeyapragash. Hugo Dimoglou, Chester
Dimoglou, Daniel Conway, William Felton,
Felix Bartram
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Sport

U9A

Date

U9B

Opposition

Location

U11D

Result

Score

28.4.17

Orwell Park

Home

Won by
60 runs

Orwell Park 245

23.6.17

Glebe House

Away

Lost

Lower School 87 for 7

POTG

Zak Jones

Captain

Lower School 305
Ben Hawes

Glebe House 88 for 3

Date

28.4.17

Date

Opposition

Saint Felix

Opposition

Gresham’s

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall

Date

Opposition

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall

Location

Away

Location

Away

Away

Location

Away

U10A

Result

Won by
94 runs

Result

Score

Saint Felix 233

U9A

Score

Gresham’s 238

Lost
by 8
wickets

Lower School
105 for 8

Lost by
24 runs

Captain

Jack Garner

POTG

Captain

Lower School 327

Won by
31 runs

Result

POTG

Jack Garner

Lower School 269
Dominic Walker

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall
109 for 2

U9B

Score

Langley Prep at
Taverham Hall 301

POTG

GIRLS
HOCKEY

Captain

Lower School 277

U10 Boys Cricket A
Felix Bartram, Noah Rastrick,
Sam Leeming, Ethan Ashton,
Jack Garner, Arjun Roy, Chris Doylend,
Deeran Jeyapragash

U9 Boys Cricket A

U9 Boys Cricket B

Dominic Walker, Max Stone, Oscar Butler,
Harry Thomas, Arthur Dannatt,
Rikin Rajesh Kumar, Ben Griffiths,
Rudy Amis, Ryan Gray, Torren SeedAdams, William Faircloth, India-Rose Fox

Ansh Thakur, Thomas Irvine, William
Loveday, Adit Raje, Gene Challinor,
Tristan Mackay, Henry Lee, Archie Wilkins,
Nicholas Conway, Brandon Camderman,
Ralph Leftley, Digby Tiffen

Most Outstanding Player: Maximillian Blaxell
Most Improved Player: Finney Harrod

Adeyemi Batting Cup: James Woodhead

Parkinson Bowling Cup: Lawrence Williams

Players’ Player: U11A Lawrence Williams; U11B Ethan Long;
U11C Arlo Brown; U9A Arthur Dannatt; U9B Adit Raje
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Sport

Opponents

U11 Girls Hockey A

READ BY SOPHIA COLMAN
I N M I C H A E L M A S F I N A L A S S E M B LY
U8 Girls Hockey A

Our Under 8s have had a wonderful
term of hockey, especially considering
that some of the girls in the team had
not picked up a hockey stick before
September! We have some exceptionally
talented girls in this year group and this is
reflected in outstanding results. We look
forward to what they achieve as our
Under 9A team next year.
U9 Girls Hockey A

What a feisty and competitive bunch they
are! When these girls arrive in Form 3,
everyone had better watch out! Their best
win came against Hethersett Old Hall School
where boys were in the opposing team. But
this did not faze them at all; in fact, it made
them even more determined. Everyone in
school that day in Lower 1 and Form 1 got
to represent the school in this match and
gained some great game play experience.
U11 Girls Hockey CDE

It has been great to have every single
girl in Form 2 and Form 3 competing as
part of our Under 11 hockey fixtures.
These girls have so much energy and a
real drive to succeed as well as strong
teamwork and a healthy competitive spirit!
Well played, girls! You have been a real
pleasure to coach.

U11 Girls Hockey B

The Under 11B team have had a good
season with notable wins against Town
Close and Norwich High School. The
girls have played as a team, listened to
advice and defended their socks off! Miss
Brugger has been really impressed with
their determination and their skills. Well
done to everyone who has played in the
Under 11B team.
U11 Girls Hockey A

We had a tough start, but help from a few
Form 2 talented girls (Emily Clarke, Mia
Sexton and Natalie Saunders) and two new
girls to the Lower School (Sophia Colman
and Maddie Hallam) made our chances
stronger. By the end of term, all the girls
were starting to play as a team and play
some cracking hockey.
• Lost 3
• Won 2
•	Came 4th in the Norfolk Schools
Hockey Championship
The highlight for all the girls was beating
Town Close in a recent fixture.
Well done to all the girls who had the
honour of wearing an ‘A’ team top and
represented the school at this level. You
have all been an absolute pleasure to
coach and be around.

Charlotte Spicer, India Bayes, Livi Hill,
Tilly Hill, Emily Clarke (F2), Mia Sexton,
Maddie Hallam, Sophia Colman (GK),
Jemima Hill, Natalie Saunders

U11 Girls Hockey B
Amelie Duez, Beatrice Lockhart-Smith,
Evie Hayward, Izzy Kirby, Jemima Gotto,
Jemima Hill, Sophia Colman (GK),
Verity Youngs (GK)

U11 Girls Hockey C
Amie Hockley, Beatrice Wells,
Eleanor McGuire, Esme Jarvis, Izzy Kirby
(F2), Jemima Curtis, Jess Sargent,
Verity Youngs (GK), Berrienna Ward

U11 Girls Hockey D
Claudia Davidson, Dilly Hockings,
Ella El-Naggar, Emily Clarke (F3),
Lauren Carter, Padme Smith,
Sophia Carter, Antonia Williamson,
Imogen James, Verity Youngs (GK)

U11 Girls Hockey E
Chess Humphrey, Georgia Hodgson,
Louise Lockhart-Smith, Mia Garvey,
Jessica Wright, Limony Arkle,
Verity Youngs (GK)

U9 Girls Hockey
Chloe Holmes, Ciara Bethapudy, Darcy
Wilkins, Else De Lange, Floriana Harrod,
Hannah Adkins, India-Rose Fox, Mirabelle
Harden, Phoebe Cottrell, Poppy Scott,
Rachel Dean, Rosie Pank, Sylvie Hewitt
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Captain

GOTG

Beeston Hall

Lost 1-2

Livi Hill

Sophia Colman and Madeleine
Hallam

Gresham’s

Lost 0-5

India Bayes

Sophia Colman

Langley

Won 6-1

Madeleine Hallam

Sophia Colman, Madeleine
Hallam, Mia Sexton and
Emily Clarke

Norwich High School

Lost 1-2

Charlotte Spicer

Mia Sexton

Norfolk Schools Hockey
Championships

4th Place
Results:

Sophia Colman (Captain)
and Madeleine Hallam (Vice
Captain)

Full Team: Emily Clarke (3),
Mia Sexton (2), Charlotte Spicer
(7), Jemima Hill (5), Madeleine
Hallam (8), Natalie Saunders
(4), Sophia Colman (11) and
India Bayes (6)

Town Close

Won 1-0

Jemima Hill

Emily Clarke

I.A.P.S. East Girls Hockey
Regionals

Clash with school trip (peaks)

Lost v Beeston 0-1
Won v Langley 2-1
Won v Norwich High School 3-1
Draw v Town Close 0-0
Lost v Gresham’s 0-2

U11A

Girls Hockey

Results

U11A

Opponents

Beeston Hall

Results

Lost 0-7

U11B

Captain

Antonia Williamson

GOTG

Jemima Gotto

Gresham’s

Lost 1-2

Evie Hayward

Natalie Saunders

Langley

Lost 1-3

Jemima Gotto

Jemima Hill

Norwich High School

Won 3-0

Beatrice Lockhart-Smith

Jemima Hill

Town Close

Won 1-0

Tilly Hill

Beatrice Lockhart-Smith
and Tilly Hill

Opponents

Results

U11C

Captain

GOTG

Gresham’s

Lost 0-4

Padme Smith

Ella El-Naggar and Verity Youngs

Langley Under 11C

Lost 2-4

Imogen James

Dilly Hockings

Norwich High School
Under 10C

Draw 1-1

Amie Hockley

Amie Hockley

Town Close

Lost 0-4

Jemima Curtis

Verity Youngs

Opponents

Results

U11D

Captain

GOTG

Norwich High School Under 11

Won 1-0

Antonia Williamson

Dilly Hockings

Town Close

Lost 0-2

Emily Clarke

Ella El-Naggar

Opponents

Results

U11E

Captain

GOTG

Norwich High School Under 10

Won 1-0

Georgia Hodgson

Georgia Hodgson

Town Close

Won 2-0

Limony Arkle

Louise Lockhart-Smith
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Opponents

Sport

U9A

Results

Captain

GOTG

Beeston Hall

Lost 1-2

Chloe Holmes

Poppy Francis and
Floriana Harrod

Gresham’s

Lost 0-2

Phoebe Cottrell

Poppy Francis

Hethersett Old Hall School

Won 5-0

India-Rose Fox

Rosie Pank and Poppy Scott

Norwich High School

Draw 3-3

Floriana Harrod

Else De Lange and
Hannah Adkins

Taverham Hall
Beeston Tournament

Opponents

Draw 1st Place

Results

U8 Squad 1
Captain

GOTG

Hethersett Old Hall School

Won 3-0

Poppy Francis

Poppy Francis and Sophia Betts

Norwich High School

Won 3-0

Poppy Francis

Romily Ward, Sophie Betts,
Freya McAllister and
Jasmine Sergeant

Hethersett Old Hall School

Lost 2-1

Freya McAllister

Freya McAllister,
Edie Hosking and
Charlotte Montgomery-Wright

House Match Hockey Results

Form 1

Form 2

1st place Heigham

1st place Heigham

2nd place Magdalen

2nd place Magdalen

3rd place Conisford

3rd place Conisford

NETBALL

U8 Girls Hockey
Charlotte Douglas, Charlotte MontgomeryWright, Darcey Girling, Edie Hosking,
Beth Stevens, Freya Hockings,
Freya McAllister, Harriet Clover,
Janis Loates, Jasmine Sargeant,
Maya Riches, Nicole Gray, Phoebe Fay,
Poppy Francis, Romily Ward, Sophia
Betts, Zara Morgan, Zoe Delicata

Players’ awards
U9A: Chloe Holmes

U8A: Poppy Francis

U11A: Maddie Hallam
U11B: Izzy Kirby

U11C: Beatrice Wells
U11D: Verity Youngs
U11E: Limony Arkle
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Form 2 Heigham
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Sport

Sport

Opponents

Won 5-4

Tilly Hill

Mia Sexton

Won SF 10-1
Won NHS 4-2

Maddie Hallam

Charlotte Spicer

NLS Tournament

1st Place –
Won Plate Final v Langley 3-2

Maddie Hallam

Full ‘A’ Team

Town Close

Lost 10-3

Charlotte Spicer

Maddie Hallam
and Beatrice Lockhart-Smith

Results

Won 8-5

Their coach has described them as feisty,
seriously dedicated and delightful.

The Under 11Cs and Ds have had lots of
opportunity to play in fixtures this term and
are getting used to being versatile in the
positions that they can play on the court.
They continue to challenge themselves and
are benefiting from having a lot of help from
the Head of Netball, Mrs Swinbourne, who
they would like to thank.

Feisty! Because, truly, you don’t want to get
in their way when they have a netball bib on.
Seriously dedicated! – Rumour has it,
that Mrs Ingham gets the Under 8 girls to
sharpen their elbows at the start of each
match, as a warm up!
Delightful: They are a great bunch of
girls, who are willing to listen and try out
new things. This group of girls are an
absolute pleasure to coach, and to be with.
They have bags of energy and are positive,
no matter what the outcome!
Well done to all the Under 8 girls who got to
represent their school in a fixture this term.
U9 Netball
The Under 9 girls are extremely enthusiastic
and lots of the girls play in clubs outside
of school now which is also great practice.
The Under 9A team hosts some very
competitive girls and they always go in to
every match wanting to win! The girls work
well as a team and are very supportive of
one another. Miss Copson would like to
praise them on this in particular.
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The Under 11Bs came up against some
tough opposition this year. They started off
slowly but by the end of the term, they were
playing some nice netball. Win or lose, they
are always smiling!
Each girl did their job, and did it well.
Mrs Ingham and Mr Cole said they were
an absolute joy to coach.
The Under 11A team have had a good
season, winning the majority of their games.
They have made dramatic improvements
individually and as a team. The girls have
listened to advice and been able
to implement this in game situations.
Beatrice and Charlotte must be commended
for the towering defensive duo they have
become. Taking countless interceptions
and putting every shooter they have
played against under pressure.

Izzy and Sophia have been solid at WD,
providing that essential link out of defence.
Mia Sexton, playing up a year, has worked
tirelessly at C, aiding the transition of the
ball down the court. She really is the
Duracell bunny!

Captain

Jemima Hill

GOTG

Jemima Hill and Verity Youngs

NLS Tournament

8th Place

Jemima Gotto

Full ‘B’ Team

Lost 13-6

Verity Youngs

Amie Hockley
and Natalie Saunders

Results

U11C

Captain

GOTG

Langley

Lost 6-0

Evie Hayward

Esme Jarvis

Town Close

Lost 1-6

Amelie Duez

Beatrice Wells

R E A D B Y M A D D I E H A L L A M I N L E N T F I N A L A S S E M B LY
U11 Netball ABCD

U11B

Town Close

Opponents

U8 Netball

GOTG

Langley Prep

Opponents

Netball

Captain

Norwich High and
Saint Felix Triangular

Langley Prep

U11B

Results

U11A

Opponents

Results

U11D

Captain

GOTG

Langley

Lost 1-4

Claudia Davidson

Claudia Davidson
and Jemima Curtis

Town Close

Draw 1-1

Emily Clarke (F3)

Claudia Davidson

India at WA has provided constant support
around the attacking circle and has learnt to
time her feeds.
Maddie is the playmaker of the team. Taking
an interception in the centre court and then
scoring goals from it. An exceptional talent.
Tilly is cool, calm and collected, timing
her movement to receive the ball,
finishing her shots.
At the NLS tournament, we were knocked
into the Plate section by eventual winners
The Abbey. However, we beat Blofield
School convincingly and had another
closely contested game against Langley at
Taverham Hall, winning 3-2. This meant we
won the Plate Competition.
Miss Brugger says we are an absolute
pleasure to work with and would like to
thank the girls for their hard work and
commitment. She looks forward to seeing
our netball progress as we move into the
Senior School. Well done, girls!

U9
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Opponents

Sport

U9A

Results

Captain

GOTG

Gresham’s

Lost 3-4

Poppy Scott

Phoebe Cottrell
and India-Rose Fox

Langley

Lost 6-8

Chloe Holmes

Poppy Scott
and Floriana Harrod

Norwich High School

Lost 5-7

Floriana Harrod

Floriana Harrod

Saint Felix and Norwich High
School Triangular

Won Saint Felix 13-1

Phoebe Cottrell

Poppy Scott

Opponents

Won Norwich High School 6-1

Results

U9B

Captain

GOTG

Norwich High School

Lost 2-7

Mirabelle Harden

Rosie Pank

Gresham’s

Lost 0-9

Sylvie Hewitt

Else De Lange

Opponents

Results

U8A

Captain

GOTG

Langley

Won 4-2

Nicole Gray

Full Team!
Charlotte Douglas, Freya
McAllister, Nicole Gray, Poppy
Francis, Romily Ward, Sophia
Betts and Zoe Delicata

Norwich High School

Lost 2-6

Sophia Betts

Zoe Delicata

Gresham’s

Lost 0-8

Poppy Francis

Poppy Francis and Sophia Betts

Opponents

Results

U8A

Captain

Norwich High School

Lost 0-6

Phoebe Fay

Charlotte Montgomery-Wright

Lost 0-2

Phoebe Fay

Nicole Gray

Beatrice Lockhart-Smith, Charlotte
Spicer, India Bayes, Maddie Hallam, Mia
Sexton, Sophia Coleman, Tilly Hill

U11 Girls Netball B
Amie Hockley, Claudia Davidson,
Izzy Kirby, Jemima Gotto, Jemima
Hill, Jessica Wright, Livi Hill, Natalie
Saunders, Padme Smith

U11 Girls Netball C
Amelie Duez, Beatrice Wells, Berrienna
Ward, Eleanor McGuire, Esme Jarvis,
Evie Hayward, Chess Humphrey, Georgia
Hodgson, Izzy Kirby, Jemima Curtis

U11 Girls Netball D
Antonia Williamson, Dilly Hockings,
Ella El-Naggar, Emily Clarke (F2),
Emily Clarke (F3), Imogen James, Jess
Sargent, Lauren Carter, Limony Arkle,
Louise Lockhart-Smith, Mia Garvey,
Sophia Carter

U9 Girls Netball
Chloe Holmes, Ciara Bethapudy,
Darcy Wilkins, Else De Lange, Floriana
Harrod, Hannah Adkins, India-Rose Fox,
Mirabelle Harden, Phoebe Cottrell, Poppy
Scott, Rachel Dean, Rosie Pank, Sylvie
Hewitt

U8

GOTG

Gresham’s

U11 Girls Netball A

GIRLS
CRICKET

U8 Girls Netball
Charlotte Douglas, Charlotte
Montgomery-Wright, Darcey Girling, Edie
Hosking, Beth Stevens, Freya Hockings,
Freya McAllister, Harriet Clover, Janis
Loates, Jasmine Sargeant, Maya Riches,
Nicole Gray, Phoebe Fay, Poppy Francis,
Romily Ward, Sophia Betts, Zara Morgan,
Zoe Delicata

I LOVE NE TBALL
BECAUSE IT IS A TE A M
EFFORT AND ALL OF THE
P L AY E R S A R E B R I L L I A N T.
I A M L O O K I N G F O R WA R D
TO THE NEX T SEASON!

Opponents

Beeston Hall

Results

Lost by 110 runs

U11A

Captain

India Bayes

GOTG

Maddie Hallam

Gresham’s

Lost by 7 runs

Jemima Hill

Emily Clarke (F2)

Langley Prep

Lost by 2 runs

Sophia Colman

Maddie Hallam

Opponents

Results

U11B

Captain

GOTG

Beeston Hall

Lost by 43 runs

Jemima Hill

Jemima Hill

Gresham’s

Won by 25 runs

Jemima Curtis

Beatrice Wells

Langley Prep

Won by 45

Jemima Gotto

India Bayes

Opponents

Gresham’s

Results

Lost by 19 runs

U11C

Captain

Ella El-Naggar

GOTG

Ella El-Naggar

Chloe Holmes
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Sport

U11C

Opponents

U9A

Results

Captain

GOTG

Gresham’s

Lost by 8 runs

Floriana Harrod

Chloe Holmes

Langley

Lost by 50 runs

Chloe Holmes

Phoebe Cottrell

Opponents

U9B

Results

Captain

AT H L E T I C S

GOTG

Gresham’s

Won by 28 runs

Darcy Wilkins

Mirabelle Harden

Langley

Lost 3 runs

Mirabelle Harden

Hannah Adkins
Sophia Betts

Opponents

Gresham’s

Opponents

Gresham’s

U8A

Results

Lost by 64 runs

Results

Captain

Poppy Francis

U8B

Lost by 96 runs

Captain

Jasmine Sergeant

GOTG

Poppy Francis

GOTG

Janis Loates

U11 Girls Cricket A

U11 Girls Cricket B

U11 Girls Cricket C

Beatrice Lockhart-Smith, Charlotte
Spicer, Claudia Davidson, India Bayes,
Livi Hill, Maddie Hallam, Sophia Colman,
Tilly Hill, Jemima Hill, Natalie Saunders

Amelie Duez, Imogen James, Jemima
Gotto, Padme Smith, Evie Hayward, Amie
Hockley, Bea Wells, Emily Clarke (F2),
Jemima Curtis, Mia Sexton

Emily Clarke (F3), Lauren Carter, Sophia
Carter, Dilly Hockings, Izzy Kirby, Antonia
Williamson, Ella El-Naggar, Verity Youngs

U9 Girls Cricket

U8 Girls Cricket

Chloe Holmes, Ciara Bethapudy,
Darcy Wilkins, Else De Lange, Floriana
Harrod, Hannah Adkins, India-Rose
Fox, Mirabelle Harden, Phoebe Cottrell,
Poppy Scott, Rachel Dean, Rosie Pank,
Sylvie Hewitt, Charlotte Douglas, Poppy
Francis, Sophia Betts
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Charlotte Douglas, Charlotte
Montgomery-Wright, Darcey Girling, Edie
Hosking, Beth Stevens, Freya Hockings,
Freya McAllister, Harriet Clover, Janis
Loates, Jasmine Sargeant, Maya Riches,
Nicole Gray, Phoebe Fay, Poppy Francis,
Romily Ward, Sophia Betts, Zara Morgan,
Zoe Delicata

Athletics – Eastern Area at the UEA Stadium
IAIN BLAXALL
Our Form 1 athletes were entered into
the Eastern Area Competition at the UEA
track this year and we had some very
encouraging performances, both on the
track and in the field. Unfortunately, our
very successful Under 10 team from last
year, now in Form 2, were denied their
chance of competing due to a residential
trip but many of those athletes who
impressed on our Sports Day will hopefully
have the chance to compete at Bedford
next year.
We won four events: the boys 75m and
100m sprints, the boys cricket ball throw
and the boys 4 x 100m relay. We also had
some second and third place finishers and
some finalists but some of our team just
gave their all and ran, jumped and threw
personal bests. What more could we ask
them to do?
William Faircloth was the fastest Under 10
boy over 75m and 100m and also claimed

a third place in the long jump.
Arthur Dannatt threw the cricket ball
further than anyone, and William, Arthur,
Tristan Mackay and Thomas Irvine
managed to get the baton around the
track to win the 4 x 100m relay.
Darcy Wilkins was second in her favourite
event, the girls high jump, and Tristan
Mackay and Ryan Gray won second and
third places in the boys 100m and 75m
respectively. Our girls relay team of IndiaRose Fox, Phoebe Cottrell, Chloe Holmes
and Rosie Pank came a very close second
in the girls version of the 4 x 100m relay
and Thomas Irvine finished a great day off
with a promising second place in the boys
high jump.

Team
Phoebe Cottrell, Chloe Holmes, IndiaRose Fox, Floriana Harrod, Rosie Pank,
Darcy Wilkins, William Faircloth, Ryan
Gray, Tristan Mackay, Thomas Irvine,
Harry Thomas, Arthur Dannatt

I do hope this team are able to
defend their titles next year at the
UEA and perhaps do even better!
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Being in the Cross Country Team
is really hard but it is also great
fun. You have to persevere and
keep on running. Being positive
really helps. Beatrice Wells

Cross Country
TIM BROOK AND ARTHUR TURNER
Over my 4 years at the Lower School,
cross country has offered an increasingly
demanding sporting challenge. Not only
have the length and complexity of the
courses increased, but as new runners
have joined the inter-school competitions,
the races have become progressively more
difficult to win. However, under the direct
supervision of Mr Brook and Miss Brugger,
and with the help of both the Running Club
and the ever-present Gas Hill, the pupils
of Norwich Lower School have remained a
dominant force in East Anglian cross country
competitions. This was topped in 2017 by
three of our teams winning their individual
events at the Norwich School Regional
Cross Country Competition. The races are
varied, ranging from the flat courses of Saint
Felix to the hills of Woodbridge – a prospect
that proves daunting to all Norfolk runners.
However, all are enjoyable and have a
fantastic team atmosphere.
House Cross Country is one of the toughest
in-school sporting challenges of the year,
alongside Sports Day. The length of the
course has doubled during my time at the
Lower School, now set at 2km for Form 2
and 3 pupils. Magdalen remain the ‘kings’ of
House Cross Country, retaining their crown
and 100% win-rate for the 8 years that the
competition has been running. However, I
hope Conisford will step up and challenge
them for the title in the near future.
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Arthur Turner
(a stalwart of the running team)
I am delighted to report that the grass
of the Lower Close and the byways and
footpaths of NR1 continue to attract runners
to Running Club. Bulldog, Lege’ (Legend)
Hill and baton races, combined with some
endorphins, seem to do the trick. We have
50 runners signed up with an excellent
turnout each week. Long may it continue
and, with luck, turn into a life time’s pleasure!
Magdalen, amazing! What are you eating?
It is now 8 years since we started competing
for the House Cross Country Cup and
Conisford and Heigham have yet to get a
foot in the door. Aside from the glory, it is the
‘guts’ that define the House Cross Country
event. The compulsion would seem to hark
back to the bygone days of Tom Brown but
there is something to be said for pitching
your lot in with a group endeavour and, due
to the points scoring system, a place gained
ensures a more favourable outcome for
your house.
On the voluntary front we took part in three
competitions, the highlights of which are
as follows: in our own event the Under 8s
from last year continued to run with form,
with the boys collecting a win in the Under
9 category. The Under 10 girls, who will be
ones to watch next year, took first place too.

In cross country you have to
believe in yourself and persevere.
Cross country is a great sport, but
it is quite long! When you finish
a race it is a lovely feeling. When
you get your medal you
will treasure it forever.

CROSS
COUNTRY

Mia Sexton
When you finish it’s a great
feeling! I hope you take the
opportunity to do this.
Ethan Ashton

In the Under 11s the boys ran excellently as
a team to win, with the girls a creditable 3rd.
Saint Felix beckoned with sunshine this year,
thank you! And we responded (see results).
There are some exciting cross country
runners in the squad and I will look forward
to seeing them progress.

Results
with notable
performances
Saint Felix

The final event was the East Anglian Prep
Schools Cross Country Championships,
held at Woodbridge. This year we were
competing as much with county hockey
as with other runners so I must sing the
praises of those plucky souls who turned
out on a foul day to represent the school.
Although there were no podium honours,
the pluckiness and perseverance were the
obvious medals gained. Thank you.

Under 8 Girls 2nd

I shall look forward to another season
next year.

Under 10 Boys Not placed

“Go out hard, come back harder!”
Tim Brook

Norwich Lower School
Cross Country Event
Under 8 Girls 4th (Poppy Francis 2nd)
Under 8 Boys 5th
Under 9 Girls 4th
Under 9 Boys 1st (Ryan Gray 1st)

Under 8 Boys 3rd

Under 10 Girls 1st (Mia Sexton 1st,
Beatrice Wells 3rd)

Under 9 Girls Not placed

Under 10 Boys 4th

Under 9 Boys 1st (Ryan Gray 1st, Arthur
Dannatt 3rd, Nicholas Conway 5th,
William Loveday 6th)

Under 11 Girls 3rd (Maddie Hallam 2nd)

Under 10 Girls 1st (Mia Sexton 1st,
Beatrice Wells 2nd, Natalie Saunders 4th)

Under 11 Girls 2nd (Maddie Hallam 2nd,
India Bayes 4th)
Under 11 Boys 2nd (Max Blaxell 3rd,
Arthur Turner 4th, Daniel Conway 5th)

Under 11 Boys 1st

Framlingham
Under 10 Girls (Beatrice Wells 7th)
Under 10 Boys No team entered
Under 11 Girls (Maddie Hallam 4th)
Under 11 Boys (Arthur Turner 9th)
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Sport

S P O R T S DAY
IAIN BLAXALL

This year’s Sports Day was one of the
busiest ever with 58 events on the day
taking nearly 2 and a half hours to
complete and some 28 field event finals
and selected other track events completed
before the actual finals day. Sports Day is
a house competition primarily with every
race or field event counting towards a final
Champion Athletics House. Therefore, the
win in the 100m can be just as important
as the win in the Lower 1 Obstacle Race or
Relays as they score similar points.
It was the first Sports Day for Lower 1
and our youngest athletes performed
strongly, promising some good competition
in the future. Poppy Francis ran with great
speed to win the girls sprint double and
Benjamin Stevenson won the short 75m
sprint, high jump and obstacle race.
Form 1 has some very able athletes
who had earlier in the term represented
the school at the UEA in the East
Championships. A fantastically competitive
75m saw three boys break 12 seconds
with East Champion William Faircloth
finishing just ahead of the speedy Ryan
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Gray and Torren Seed-Adams. William also
managed to take the 200m title and break
the long-standing school long jump record
of the now professional rugby playing Tiger
George Catchpole. The girls of Form 1 also
performed admirably with India-Rose Fox
winning the 75m and setting a new school
record in the rounders ball throw and

I T WA S T H E F I R S T S P O R T S
D AY F O R L O W E R 1 A N D
O U R Y O U N G E S T AT H L E T E S
P E R F O R M E D S T R O N G LY

Floriana Harrod, Phoebe Cottrell and Chloe
Holmes all pushing each other to improve
their times and distances.
Athletics in the year above was dominated
last year by Lawrence Williams and Mia
Sexton and they again won an array
of cups and medals, with Mia actually
breaking the 200m record of Amelia
Barclay, who later that year went on to win
a national title in Birmingham. So, good
luck next year, Mia, at Bedford in the East
Schools qualifying event where Lawrence
will also be competing in the 100m and
200m. Other good athletes, such as Ethan
Ashton, Jack Garner, Natalie Saunders and
Jemima Curtis, all took titles to promise
some excellent competition next year in
Form 3.
A Third Form girl also broke a record. The
seemingly ‘never to ever be beaten’ girls
high jump of Tabitha Witte was broken
by Maddie Hallam, who would go on to
take the long jump and 800m and 1500m
distance titles. India Bayes won both the
100m and 200m sprints as she has done
since Lower 1, and Arthur Turner copied

Maddie by winning the boys 800m and
1500m races. The Pitcher twins, Aidan and
Nathan, again showed their multi-event
prowess by winning the 200m, high jump
and obstacle race medals, and Arlo Brown
managed to become the fastest boy in the
Third Form by just winning the 100m and
also the long jump. The best performance
cups (Major and Guest) were won by
Maddie Hallam and William Faircloth in the
field events and (Hoffman and Hawkins)
Arthur Turner and Mia Sexton on the track.
The usual mayhem ensued in the ultracompetitive Parents’ races with many
feeling hamstrings they had forgotten they
had and others having iced baths that
night, I am sure!

Hoffman Cup For Best Boys
Performance In A Track Event:
A.Turner
Guest Cup For Best Boys
Performance In A Field Event:
W.Faircloth
Hawkins Cup For Best Girls
Performance In A Track Event:
M.Sexton
Major Cup For Best Girls
Performance In A Field Event:
M.Hallam
Trophy For Champion Sports Day
House: Heigham

The relays closed the whole afternoon with
every fit pupil having their chance to run for
their house and score points towards the
overall trophy.
Having been last after the field events
had finished, it was Heigham who won
the Sports Day trophy. Every fit pupil had
played their part!
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Event

Cup

First

Second

Third

Event

Cup

First

Form 3

Second

Third

Form 2

BOYS 100M
GIRLS 100M

WILD
POUNDER

A.BROWN
I.BAYES

H.NKRUMAH
C.SPICER

A.PITCHER
S.COLMAN

LITTLE BROTHERS/
SISTERS RACE

THE SEXTONS
THE CURTISES

BOYS 200M
GIRLS 200M

SMITH
CUP

A.PITCHER
I.BAYES

H.NKRUMAH
C.SPICER

A.BROWN
S.COLMAN

BOYS 4X100M RELAY
GIRLS 4X100M RELAY

CONISFORD
HEIGHAM

MAGDALEN
CONISFORD

HEIGHAM
MAGDALEN

BOYS 800M
GIRLS 800M

KNIGHT
CUP

A.TURNER
M.HALLAM

L.VALENTINE
J.GOTTO

M.BLAXELL
J.HILL

ALL HOUSE RELAY

MAGDALEN

HEIGHAM

CONISFORD

BOYS 1500M
GIRLS 1500M

PALGRAVE-MOORE
CUP

A.TURNER
M.HALLAM

M.BLAXELL
J.HILL

D.CONWAY
J.GOTTO

BOYS HIGH JUMP
GIRLS HIGH JUMP

CATCHPOLE
CUP

N.PITCHER
M.HALLAM *

A.PITCHER
C.SPICER

L.VALENTINE
C.DAVIDSON
O.HILL

GIRLS 75M
BOYS 75M

CUP
DUFFIELD

I-R.FOX
W.FAIRCLOTH

P.COTTRELL
R.GRAY

C.HOLMES
T.SEED-ADAMS

GIRLS 200M
BOYS 200M

CUP
BALL

P.COTTRELL
W.FAIRCLOTH

C.HOLMES
T.MACKAY

D.WILLIAMS
B.GRIFFITHS

BOYS LONG JUMP
GIRLS LONG JUMP

WADLEY
CUP

A.BROWN
M.HALLAM

A.PITCHER
I.BAYES

R.SERGENT
E.EL-NAGGAR

GIRLS LONG JUMP
BOYS LONG JUMP

CUP
JARVIS

C.HOLMES
W.FAIRCLOTH *

F.HARROD
D.WALKER

P.SCOTT
T.IRVINE

BOYS SHOT PUT
GIRLS SHOT PUT

WHITE
CUP

F.POND
I.KIRBY

S.GRAY
J.GOTTO

Z.JONES
S.COLMAN

GIRLS HIGH JUMP
BOYS HIGH JUMP

CUP
CUP

F.HARROD

BOYS DISCUS
GIRLS DISCUS

WARRELL
CUP

A.TURNER
B.LOCKHART-SMITH

E.LONG
O.HILL

N.PRABHAKAR

D.WILKINS
T.IRVINE
R.GRAY

M.HARDEN
G.CHALLINOR
T.SEED-ADAMS

WALKER

CRICKETBALL THROW

STURROCK

K.SCOTT

L.VALENTINE

H.NKRUMAH

GIRLS ROUNDERSBALL
BOYS ROUNDERSBALL

I-R.FOX *
A.DANNATT

M.HARDEN
W.FAIRCLOTH

H.ADKINS
T.SEED-ADAMS

ROUNDERS BALL

FARRANT

I.BAYES

A.DUEZ

M.HILL

1F OBSTACLE RACE
1W OBSTACLE RACE

W.LOVEDAY
B.GRIFFITHS

J.PATTERSON
I-R.FOX

A.THAKUR
G.CHALLINOR

3I OBSTACLE RACE
3P OBSTACLE RACE
3W OBSTACLE RACE

F.POND
N.PITCHER
S.GLENN

O.HILL
R.SERGENT
J.BIRD

C.DAVIDSON
K.SEED-ADAMS
J.WOODHEAD

EGG AND SPOON

O.BUTLER

H.THOMAS

R.KUMAR

EGG AND SPOON

N.PRABHAKAR

B.PEGGE

E.HAYWARD

PUPIL AND PARENT
MOTHER
FATHER

THE FAIRCLOTHS
THE GRAYS

PUPIL AND PARENT
MOTHER
FATHER

THE HALLAMS
THE HALLAMS

4X75M GIRLS RELAY
4X75M BOYS RELAY

CONISFORD
HEIGHAM

HEIGHAM
MAGDALEN

MAGDALEN
CONISFORD

BOYS 4X100M RELAY
GIRLS 4X100M RELAY

MAGDALEN
MAGDALEN

MAGDALEN
CONISFORD

CONISFORD
HEIGHAM

ALL HOUSE RELAY

HEIGHAM

CONISFORD

MAGDALEN

ALL HOUSE RELAY

HEIGHAM

CONISFORD

HEIGHAM

TUG OF WAR

MAGDALEN

HEIGHAM

CONISFORD

Form 2

Form 1

Lower 1
GIRLS 75M
BOYS 75M

CUP
STURROCK

P.FRANCIS
B.STEVENSON

S.BETTS
T.CARROLL

R.WARD
L.BAKER

GIRLS 200M
BOYS 200M

STRETTON
STRETTON

P.FRANCIS
L.BAKER

S.BETTS
T.LODGE

J.LOATES
R.MIRZA

GIRLS 100M
BOYS 100M

CUP
SHIPPAM

M.SEXTON
E.ASHTON

N.SAUNDERS
L.WILLIAMS

B.WELLS
S.HOSKING

GIRLS LONG JUMP
BOYS LONG JUMP

CUP
CADMAN

S.BETTS
E.LOTT

P.FAY
L.BAKER

R.WARD
T.CARROLL

GIRLS 200M
BOYS 200M

CUP
OWEN

M.SEXTON *
L.WILLIAMS

N.SAUNDERS
E.ASHTON

J.CURTIS
J.GARNER

GIRLS HIGH JUMP
BOYS HIGH JUMP

CUP
CUP

J.LOATES
B.STEVENSON

J.SERGEANT
L.BAKER

GIRLS 800M
BOYS 800M

CUP
FOX

B.WELLS
E.ALSTON

/
F.BARTRAM

/
N.RASTRICK

F.McALLISTER
S.ALANOOR
C.DAVIES

GIRLS LONG JUMP
BOYS LONG JUMP

CUP
TAYLOR

N.SAUNDERS
J.GARNER

J.CURTIS
D.NEVILLE

B.WELLS
B.FRANCIS

GIRLS ROUNDERSBALL
BOYS ROUNDERSBALL

CUP
CUP

Z.DELICATA
B.CHOJNOWSKI

S.BETTS
T.LODGE

P.FRANCIS
J.FOREMAN

GIRLS HIGH JUMP
BOYS HIGH JUMP

CUP
CUP

J.CURTIS
L.WILLIAMS

M.SEXTON
B.FRANCIS

J.WRIGHT
E.TREMELLING

L1B OBSTACLE RACE
L1C OBSTACLE RACE

B.STEVENSON
E.LOTT

S.BYRNE
C.DOUGLAS

F.McALLISTER
F.HOCKINGS

EGG AND SPOON

P.FAY

Z.MORGAN

I-H.KARIM-UDDIN

GIRLS ROUNDERSBALL

FARRANT

E.CLARKE

M.SEXTON

E.JARVIS

BOYS CRICKETBALL

CUP

L.WILLIAMS

E.ASHTON

F.BARTRAM

2B OBSTACLE RACE
2H OBSTACLE RACE
2M OBSTACLE RACE

S.HOSKING
E.TREMELLING
D.NEVILLE

E.ALSTON
H.MITCHELL
S.O’SHEA

O.FOTHERGILL
R.ROBERTS
G.WILSON

PUPIL AND PARENT
MOTHER
FATHER

THE GRAYS
THE WARDS

4X75M RELAY

CONISFORD

MAGDALEN

HEIGHAM

ALL HOUSE RELAY

MAGDALEN

CONISFORD

HEIGHAM

EGG AND SPOON

L.LOCKHART-SMITH

O.FOTHERGILL

I.BETTS

PUPIL AND PARENT
MOTHER
FATHER

THE WILLIAMSES
THE WILSONS

BROTHERS/SISTERS
RACE

THE NEVILLES

*New record **New joint relay
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